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12 Motions for AGM but no Hatton

atton pulls out

Derek Hatton, Deputy Leader
of Liverpool District Council, is
wunable to speak at Monday's
~nual General Meeting. As the
cancellation comes less than a
week before the meeting, there has
beeD 00 time to find a replacement
guest speaker.
EUSA Secretary Iain Catto
said he is "very disappointed" but
admitted that the cancellat10n 1s
not altogether surprisi ng. When
Mr Catto contacted Mr Hatton m
July the councillor "gave a tentative yes" but said he would have to
cancel it if he had any important
business that day.
Mr Catto telephoned Mr Hatton this week to make final
arrangements and discovered that
the visit had been cancelled: "We
believe that he has a meeting connected with a court case although
we're not sure whether it is to do
with the Labour Party or District
Council business."
Speaking on behalf of Mr Hatton , a council publicity officer
explained that he has "got to go to
a big meeting with his legal advisers" and added that it is "very ,
,very rare for Derek to cancel a
speaking engagement. We're very
sorry this has happened ."
Mr Hatton's speech would have
been the first one of its kind at any
Annual General Meeti ng. Nonuniversity speakers have spoken
in support of particular motions
but Mr Hatton would have
appeared as a prelude to the meeting. Mr Catto invi ted him "to give
Edinburgh stude nts a chance to
see a high quality speaker".

--FCS Expelled
--Naughtie speech
--Teviot Convener
resigns

5 Letters
6-7Music

--Jesse Garon (again)
--Studios features
--Shakin' Stevens

8-9 What's On
10-11 Arts

A record number of 12 motion;
has been received by EUSA Secret·
ary Iain Catto for the AGM of the
Association and, says the Secret·
ary, these motions "could be very
interesting and controversial".

Library Hours
The Main U niversity Library
comes under scrutiny in a motion
proposed by Michael Cohen. This
motion resolves to mandate certain members of the Students'
Representative Council (SRC) to
Work for longer library opening
hours during weekends and
exams, and to explore alternative
means of financi ng these .

Anti-Racism
A motion proposed by a
member of the Revolutionary
Communist Society, Andrew
Gray , and with an amendment
proposed by Paul Greatrix , calls
on the Association to support
future action organised by several
anti-racist groups,
including
NDs, against racism in Scotland,
and to adopt an anti-racist charter , circula~ed for students to sign.

Animal Rights

~-------------=:...------~
ED Animal Rights have proposed a violence-free science
motion , with an amendment put
by the SRC after noting the harm
caused by what are claimed to be
Often unnecessary experimenta-

Benny Waters, still blowing at 84. Can your grandad play a two-hour set? For review and
other music reviews, turn to pages 6 and 7.
tions . The motion resolves to urge
the AGM to mandate SRC to set
up a Working Party on anim al
experime ntation, which would
present its proposals to a General
Meeting later this session .

Chilean Students
The SRC are proposing a .
motion that the EUSA Secretary
should send a telex to the Minister
of the Interior of Chile, and letters
to Chilean officials in Britain ,
demanding the release of certain
Chilean graduates threatened
with execution . It notes that these
men are "in all probability innocent", and that confessions are
alleged to have been extracted
from them under torture.

Scottish Assembly
The fifth motion resolves to
affiliate EUSA to the Campaign
for a Scottish Assembly, after noting that the majority of political
parties are in favour of it, as are ,
the motion claims, the people of
Scotland.

Continued on page 2

Flour Girl

--University Masque
--Biggest Bedlam
production
--Carmen: Scottish
Opera

12 Film
--The Good Father
--Big Trouble in Little
China
--Blood Red Roses

. Students walking past the saw.
Next to arrive on the scene
George Square Library last
Thursday morning may have were University Security who ,
noticed a small figure, drenched in after intense interrogation, could
flour and attached to an outside extract nothing from the girl.
They seemed amused by the incidoor by a pair of handcuffs.
"She must be a suffragette," dent , but later commented that
commented· a library servitor, but they were "a wee bit upset about
no , she was first year Arts student the danger of carrying out a prank
who, when questioned about the in that situation; it could have
significance of this gesture, been a fire risk ."
The girl was then frog-marched
refused to comment.
Jl I 1' .\1 I N <; 11 :\ .\ \
An eye-witness on the library to the Dean of Arts , who later said
staff claims that he was going that she seemed "in no serious disabout his business as usual when tress", but had still refused to
he noticed a large cloud of white comment. She was released with--Birmingham's abortive
powder outside the door. Upon out any action being taken against
further investigation , a youth was her.
Olympic bid
She has recently revealed that
discovered making !tis escape with
-South Africa
the
incide
nt
was
not
a
prank
but
a
a bag of flour, leaving his
associate attached to the door by "private" gesture , but refuses to
say any more .
handcuffs:
It seems that the incident will
The library staff were clearly at
--Club Corner -- Judo
a loss but eventually decided to continue to be shrouded in a veil
--Hockey win
call in the University Works of mystery.
Prue Jeffreys ..__....;;.;R;,;;;u,:::g;;.by;;..;.d.;.d_e_at_ _ _ __,
· Department who detached the
girl from the door by means of a
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State of the Union
Amid a climate of considerable
ill-feeling, the Convener and Secretary .of Teviot Row Union, Jim
Davies and Tim Neilson, have resigned following increasing difficul·
ties in their working relationship
with some of the Students' Associ· ·
ation sabbaticals.
In a statement rea,d out at last
Friday's Teviot Row Committee
meeting, Davies and Neilson
stated:·"We feel that the attitude
of certain of this year's sabbaticals
has led to committee members
being treated as mindless slaves,
and this , along with over-interference, erosion of the committee's
independence and ignorance of its
views, have made it impossible for
us to run the Union in the manner
which we were elected to , and
thus we have no option but to
offer our resignations."
Speaking to Student, ex-Convener Jim Davies singled out
EUSA Treasurer David Duncan ,
"interference"
he
whose
described as " unbearable" . Mr
Duncan, he said, had a "bad
attitude". In addition, Davies said
that there had been a "personality
clash" between himself and the
EUSA Deputy President Claire
McLintock. He noted that there
had been "no dissent " from his
statement by the other members
of the committee at Friday's meeting.
Responding to Davies' allegations , David Duncan said that this
"was an opinion voiced by two
individuals". He expressed his
disappointment that "they saw fit
to make this statement at a Teviot
Committee meeting instead of
voicing their opinions at Union
Executive or Committee of Management" (the top Union bodies),

POTTERROW PLANS: The Union Committee of Management.
has approved plans to improve Potterrow, in an attempt to win back
lost clientele and boost falling bar sales. A new disco noor will be
created, and there will be a new light show to go with it, as well as a
permanently fixed disco console.
In addition, a new wall jukebox is to be fitted, and the increasingly
tatty brown fabric ceiling tiles are to be replaced. New rules for
signing in guests, and for students from other colleges, have been
introduced to regulate the clientele in the bar on dance nights.
··or informally to the sabbaticals". by the Committee of ManageMr Duncan denied being ignor- ment, of a Working Party to conant of the committee's views and sider how to develop the Potteradded that most committee meet- row, which had been suffering
ings had been attended by at least from fal!ing bar sales and reduced
one sabbatical. He stated his view populanty among students at
that "the House Committee is full Edinburgh.
of hard-working and committed
The Working Party included
people and I am sure we'll be able members of the_ Potterrow House
to work together in future" .
Committee but 1t "'.as felt by some
Successors to Jim Davies and Potterrow Committee members
Tim Neilson will be appointed by that they should have been g_iven a
the Committee of Management. greater say m the formulation of
In the interim , an acting Con- the development plans.
vener and Secretary have taken
In the evne_t'. the majority of
over in Teviot.
Potterrow actJVJsts were happy
The Teviot Row controversy with the recommendations of the
follows some disquiet among Workmg Party (outhned above)
members of the Potterrow House but if different conclusions had
Committee about their relation- been reached they believe that
ship with the sabbaticals and the some disagreement and ill-feeling
Committee of Management.
could have resulted.
Gary Duncan
This arose out of the creation,

Form an orderly queue!
This spring's milk round , the
annual recruitment drive for
graduates, is under threat,
according to a report by the Institute of Manpower Studies based
at Sussex University.
Increased competition between ·
firms for high quality graduates
means that graduates are able to ·
put off their job search until after
.their final exams or make fewer
applications to employers.

The result has been a drop in
the number of candidates applying to be seen in the milk round
compared to previous years.
According to the report there is
a danger that toe milk round may
break down as employers try to
hold interviews earlier in the year
and to reduce the length of their
recruitment process so as to get
ahead of the competition.
Firms are now trying to build up

links with the career services in
smaller
universities
and
polytechnics and undertake more
pre-recruitment activities at these
institutions.
There is concern ihat by holding their interviews earlier in the
year the firms may be disrupting
students' studies.

AGM

Campaign Coffee

Community Charge

A sixth motion calls for the
Unions to sell only Campaign
Coffee, and notes the "exploitation " of coffee workers in the
Third World. An amendment
from the Union Committee of
Management supports the spirit
-of the motion , but notes that
EUSA has already sought to -cooperate with Campaign Coffee.
Management proposes to sell the
coffee "where practicable", and
to "co-operate in providing
facilities to assist Campaign Coffee with their educational aims".
The amendment was put forward
due to fears that Campaign Coffee
could not supply the volumes
required by the Union.

The Government's proposals to
replace domestic rates with a community charge, which it is
thought , wiill affect students in
flats and halls of residence, has
prompted a motion from the
SRC.
The resolution will mandate the
Secretary to publish details of the
proposed changes and the threat
they pose in Midweek and to mandate the SRC to protect the
interests of students by responding to the Rates Reform White
Paper, due within weeks.

PREVIEW
CONTINUED

La Bagatelle
Restaurant Franrais

•

Table d'hote Lunch £4.75
including Coffee
Fixe prix dinner
Monday-Thursday: £8.50

•

Relax in afriendly, informal
atmosphere and enjay the
French cuisine.
Special offer: Bring this advert far a
free glass of wine with the
dla carte menu.

22a_NICOLSON STREET,
EDINBURGH (667 0747)

Palestinian SRC
In view of academic freedom as
the fundamental right of every
student, Nada El Yassir is proposing a resolution to affiliate EUSA
to the Students' Representative
Council of Bir Zeit University on
the Palestinian West Bank, and to
press for scholarships to be made
available to Palestinian students
with sufficient merit living inside
the Green Line.

Guy Fisher

Anti-NATO
A motion, proposed by Moray
C. Grant , which believes Britain
should withdraw from NATO ,

Naughtie's News
Prime
Minister
Margaret
Thatcher "can't see an institution
without hitting it in the face with.
her handbag", one of Britain's
leading political commentators
told Edinburgh University stu·
dents last week.
"We are heading into an election year with all the strains on the
press and television that that .
entails so the way the Government p~esents itself to the public is
not a matter for relaxed debate,"
said Mr James Naughtie, the
Chief Political Correspondent of
The Guardian , in this year's Kenneth Allsop Memorial Lecture to
a large audience in the David
Hume Tower last week.
Speaking on the subject of
Stranger Than Fiction: Mrs
Thatcher's Government and the
Media, Mr Naughtie attacked the
irony of the government's stance
on freedom.
"Mrs Thatcher nas presented
herself as a defender of freedom
both economically and politically." The underlying irony,
according to Naughtie, is that
what she claims to be freedom is
not actually a discipline practised
in Whitehall.
Mr Naughtie went on to talk
about the standards of the BBC.
"If we were to believe Norman
Tebbit, then he would have us
believe that Marxists were in
charge of the Today programme. "
He described the Tebbit attack on
the reporting from Tripoli as "outrageous".
The growing reluctance of the
BBC to commit resources to serious reports and current affairs
programmes is, according to Mr
Naughtie, "encouraged by Tebbit" and has led in turn to the BBC
producing daytime programmes
"that are of the marshmallow
type ; which are both metaphori' cally and literally cheap".
He says that the result of the
"Tebbit campaign" is an "increasing nervousness, or fear of repercussions" amidst BBC news staff
that would lead, he felt, to "sloppier" programmes. Mr Naughtie
said' that the most worrying thing
is the "knowledge of what has
already happened in Fleet
Street".
This led him on to the subject of.
the Lobby - the controversial
system of twice daily unattributable briefings by Dmyning Street
resolves to mandate the Secretary
to write to the leaders of Britain's
political parties stating this position, and to ma"date the Secretary to publish this decision in Midweek together with an article ,
marking the UN International
Year of Peace , explaining why ·
Britain should remove all its nuclear weapons.

SA Scholarship
A motion , proposed by Janet
Forbes , will resolve to mandate
the EUSA Executive and the SRC
to actively support the campaign
for the Dadoo-Naicker Scholarship for students in South Africa .
The EUSA President will be mandated to try to negotiate a fee.
waiver for the scholarship with the
University authorities. ·one~ this

Action for a Grant
Monday's Annual General
Meeting sees the launch of the Student's Association's Action for a
Grant Week, aimed at opposing
the possible introduction of student loans.
Throughout the week there will
be desks around the campus and
students will be invited to write to
their home MPs opposing the

introduction of loans.
On Friday there will be a press
conference to launch the SRC
anti-loa,ns submission to the Government's Review of Student Support, Supporting Our Students.
This is also open to students.
Additionally, in the evening", a
free event will be held in Teviot
Row: Dance for a Grant.

for all of Westminster's Lobb
correspondents intended to giv~
journ_alists the G_overnment's
thmkmg on
pohcy issues
Naughtie's own paper, The Guar:
dian , have taken the stance qf "re.
form within" and he says that "the
gates of the old place are begin.
ning to rattle".
Mr Naughtie, who started his
career as a political journalist with
The Scotsman, made it clear that
he was committed to changing the
present system.
Touching on the Westland
affair, and its aftermath, he
claimed that the·government was
now trying to restrict the rights of
select committees to question-civil

Hard-hitting Naughtie.
Photo: Oliver Lim
servants . He said , "Everyone
should be appalled at that ."
A lthough he primarily concentrated his attack on Norman Tebbit rather than on Mrs Thatcher
for the present situation with the
BBC and the media , he said of the
Premier: "She believes what she
believes what she believes. "
Ending his hour-long address
he called for the public to be vigilant in defending press freedom:
particularly as a General Election
was looming up.
":1t has been a bad year in a
sense for our trade, but the Government in the end may fi nd out
that the effect of all these events
has been to open more eyes and to
let some light in , I certainly hope
so."
Emma Simpson
is established , the Deputy President will be mandated to hold an
annual event in support of the
scholarship and to seek other
means of fund-raisin g. EUSA
Secretary will be mandated to
produce an article per term in
Midweek and an article every year
in the EUSA handbook as well as
other means of publicising
EUSA's support for the scholarship.
·

Finance
In addition to all the above private memhers' motions , the m.eetiflg will open with a. presentation
of the Association 's Annual
Report and Accounts , of which
any student can ask a quesuon.
The meeting will then be invited
to approve this year's budge\
Any member can propose a d1rec
negative to the whole budget _fro~
the floor of the meeting. Copies 0
the Annual Report containing
the accounts and the' budget, ar~
available in the Union Shops an
EUSA Offices.
•
The Annual General MeetiPg
of EUSA will take place 0;
Monday, 24th November, at
pm, in the McEwan Hall.
Prue Jeffreys
and Angela s1uarl

Thumbs up
for I.D.

Photo: Phil Hulme
Skiers, canoeists and windsurfers tackled the River Forth last river, the canoeists' attempts were somewhat thwarted by the strong
Saturday to raise money for the Student Aid Society. Members of the . current, although the windsurfers had a successful day, clocking up an
University's sports clubs were sponsored to cross the river as often as impressive number of crossings.
~ible.
Julie Newman, secretary of Student Aid, is as yet uncertain about the
The clubs adopted various techniques in an effort to cross the River . total amount raised for charity, but figures will be released soon. She
forth, by bridge or water, as many times as possible, being sponsored ·added that the remainder of this term will see a ceilidh and carol singing
for each crossing.
to raise money for Student Aid. There were also plans for a "take-oft" of
The Ski Club roller-skated across the bridge 16 times, while the "Blind Date" and an international ball.
lacrosse team opted for the three-legged approach. Meanwhile, on the
Graeme Wilson

A new invention by Dr Peter
Denyer, of Edinburgh University's Department of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering, is
featured in the Bulletin for Industry and Commerce which publicises the work of the University in
those fields.
The invention enables individual fingerprints to be "photographed" for electronic analysis.
The prints can then be added to an
associated database for matching .
Th.is fingerprinting method allows
the ·creation of a highly accurate
and secure system of personal
identification.
Several commercial firms are
already interested in the invention's potential for use in systems
of access to secure premises, dispensing machines and secure
remote computer access systems.
Sarah Forsyth

Anti-loans campaign launch Assault witness

Students throughout ·Britain
took part in last Wednesday's Day
of Action organised . by the
National Union of Students
(NUS) . The action was intended
to publicise the NUS anti-loans
campaign , We Won 't Stand A
Loan .
Students fro m Heriot-Watt
University and Moray House
Teacher Training College in Edinburgh signed pledges promising
support for NUS action against
loans, should a loans scheme be
introduced following the Walden
Review of Student Support.
In Loughborough, art college
and university students combined
in a joint day of action , publicising

the loans issue and protesting
against art college cutbacks. They
staged a mini-carnival followed by
a march and rally at which Liz
Sewell , NUS Vice-President ,
spoke against loans.
However, Wednesday's biggest
demosntration took place in Manchester, where over a thousand
students are reported to have
marched through the city to a protest rally.
In London , a procession of coffin-bearing students made its way
from Waterloo Bridge to the
Department of Education and
Science, while in Southampton
students emphasised the day's
theme , Locked Out of Education ,

FCS expelled
Mr Norman Tebbit, the Conservative Party Chairman, has
decided to sever the party's links
with the highly controversial Federation of Conservative Students
in favour of a new organisation
that will represent more. accurately the views of the majority of
Tory students.
The decision was taken because
of growing dissatisfaction with the
militant , right-wing libertarian

Tebbit: Thatcherite?
group in the Federation, some of
Whose members have achieved
positions of prominence and
Whose extremist views and actions
have, it is felt, brought disrepute
on the party. The group have been
responsible for a series of embarr_assing incidents including publishing in the FCS paper, New
Agenda , allegations that Lord
Stockton, the former Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan , was a

war criminal, and the sending of a
get-well card to the extreme rightwing Chilean dictator General
Pinochet.
In the FCS's defence , John Bercow, chairman of the Federation ,
pointed out , "Pinochet is not a
hero of the Conservative Party
. .. such irresponsible and frivolous behaviour reveals in the
people concerned a total unconcern for the Conservative Party."
It has been suggested that as a
result of the expulsion of FCS
from the party , pledges totallying
£50 ,000 had been secured for the
faction , with further funds promised from the United States. The
money was to be used "to put the
Thatcherite message across on
campus". Mr Bercow stated that
he knew that "the claims are
· wholly false " , and that any claims
to be pressing home the Thatcherite message should be treated
"with a certain amount of contempt". He added: "I think I am
right in saying that Mr Tebbit is
also a Thatcherite. "
Speaking to Student, Mr
Andrew Hayes , President of the
Edinburgh University Conservative Association , said that he
applauded the move by Mr Tebbit
against the FCS. He claimed that
there was not a right-wing libertarian faction at Edinburgh , nor at
many of the other universities ;
despite the fact that the Scottish
FCS chairman is a former Edinburgh University student. He felt
that there was really no need for
the whole superstructure of the,
FCS in which the militants held a
disproportionate amount of influence that was not representative.
The vast majority of students , he
pointed out, were moderate "and
not right-wing fascists" .
Tom Bradby

by signing a nine-foot-long key
and marching to deliver it at local
government offices.
Not all the demonstrations
were considered by their organisers to have been a success.
Despite. local press _and radio.
coverage, only 200 students fi:om
the Sussex area took part in a
march through Brighton , which
was described by the Union President as a "big disappointment".
NUS spokesman Sue Brighouse
stressed, however, that the aim
had been to "raise awareness"
about the possibility of loans, and
was intended to build up rather
than demonstrate stud~nt solidarity.

A witness to an alleged police
assault on a Ma1;chester student
has claimed that he was
threatened by the police after
making a statement to the Police
Complaints Authority (PCA)
who were investigating the
assault.
The student, Steven Shaw,
maintains he was assaulted on two
occasions by the police, once at a
Manchester police station last
year, and again by the same police
officers in March of this year.
The PCA report on allegations
of police brutality at the demonstation is currently before the
Director of Public Prosecutions.
Both Manchester City Council
and Manchester iJ~iversity Stu-

oehts' Union· have expressed
doubts about the impartiality of
the report , in the light of the close
relations maintained between the
Avon and Somerset PCA team
and the Manchester ~lice.
·Manchester City COuncil have
conducted their own enquiry into
the incidents. It asserted that
there was evidence to suggest the
police have been harassing Shaw.
Sh~w has now left the:! country,
apparently in fear that he might be
prosecuted for wasting police time
or preventing the course of jus·
tice.
Manchester University Students' Union has recently published a book on the Shaw case.
Susao.Moir

BAY OF BENGAL
(OPPOSITE CITY CHAMBERS)

•

ATTENTION ALL YOU GOOD FOOD LOVERS!
Are you fed ap with mediocre Tandoori restaurants?

Then you'll want to know where you can get excellent food.served in
amiable smrounclings at a reasonable price at lunchtime.

•

Come to the Bay: of Bengal Tandoori Restaurant - experience, authentic Bangladeshi and
North Indian diShes. Each dish has its own distinctive flavour and aroma lovingly prepared
with freshly ground herbs and spices.
Try our Lamb Pasanda - tender pieces of lamb marinated in freshly ground spices and
cooked with fresh cream, or try our speciality - Tandoori Chicken, young spring chicken
marinated in yoghurt with delicate herbs and spices and barbecued in our Tandoor. Or why

not let our experienced chef choose your meal for you from out wide range of tempting
starters. Satisfying main courses and refreshing sweets to round off your meal. Vegetarians
are well catered for too, with a good selection of imaginative dishes to choose from.

* SPECIAL LUNCHEON MENU *

Tndy valae for moaey, oar hmcll me.aa ollen yoa a wide clloice of diallH,
i.acladi.ag tJiree.coane la.ac:llH, at £2.15,£3.50, £4.00.
We are open lZ·Z pm for 111nch and 5 pm-midnight for dinner.

10°/o STUDENT DISCOUNT

ON CARRY-OUT OR SITTING-IN MEAL (WITH MATRIC CARD)

We know that University courses
demand structured, disciplined minds.
We.know that there are also opportunities
to sparkle in non-academic pursuits.
· yo~can ·
You will be proud of your achievements.
think.~.
You will now be thinking about the future.
But you may not have thought about
opportunities in financial services. We'd like
you to stop and think about a career at The Morgan Bank.
The Morgan Bank is one of the world's premier financial institutions
with offices in every major financial centre and assets exceeding $65
billion. We're offering exciting careers in Corporate Finance, Selling
and Trading Financial Instruments, and Computer Systems
Development to a select few of the best young people in the country.
We don't mind which discipline you're reading. During the 1986
Milkround, in addition to business graduates, we hired people studying
Veterinary Science, Law, History,
Chemistry, PPE, Biology, and English.
Success in your chosen subject shows
ability.
Qu~stion
People with pin-striped brains are
not.for us. Original thinkers are at the
IS.:
core of our business. Our ideal
candidates are intelligent risk-takers
who are prepared to be answerable
if they lose - not those who always take the safe option.
We need people with boundless initiative and enthusiasm, with both
the patience for intensive training and the drive to work like fury. We
need communicators who write lucid, considered reports; professionals
who can sell themselves, Morgan, and our products.
Most importantly, we need those with the discretion and integrity to
act responsibly at all times and to keep
our clients' business confidential.
Our training and remuneration packages match the high quality of those we
employ.
Turn thinking into planning. Apply to:
Val Fancourt, Graduate Recruitment,
The Morgan Bank, PO Box 161, 1 Angel
Court, London EC2R 7AE.

·we
know
·

the

are you on

the rig!it
lines?

The Morgan Bank

STUDENT
Sweeping it under the carpet
At last Norman Tebbit, the Chairman of the
conservative Party, has seen fit to officially sever party
links with those unsavoury extremists, the FCS.
Presumably the generally sycophantic national press will .
now cease to report their antics, which have now become
nearly as great an embarrassment to the Conservative
Party as the antics of the present Chairman himself.
Andrew Hayes, Chairman of the EU Conservative
Association, now smugly informs that "most" of the Tory
students in Scotland are "moderate" - does he know
them all personally? -and the problem of the FCS, until.
recently a thriving and active political society, is simply
swept under the carpet.
Yet when Andrew Hayes says "moderate" he means
"moderate compared with the FCS". It is important to
remember that the cosy implications of the word
"moderate" are not necessarily applicable to present
Conservative policies. Far from it. The present
government is doing its best to decimate education and
the health service, and has created an affluent, shareholding middle class who can go to the "party of fun"
while four million remain on the dole (which would also
be cut if the Tories could get away with it).
There remains the provocative decision of the EU
Conservative Association to invite the South African
Ambassador to speak at their recent dinner, and the as
yet unanswered allegation that a student wearing a Celtic
jersey was refused membership of the EUCA. If this is
"moderate" behaviour, then Norman Tebbit's a
Communist.
Dear Sir,
In writing his article last week ,
"Students Sway Votes", Roddy
McLean was seriously misinformed.
The article referred to the "considerable support for Labour at
Glasgow University". If Mr
McLean consults last term's
copies of Student, he will discover
that last May the Alliance won the
majority of the seats on the Glasgow University SRC Executive,
including the presidency. Labour
won only one of the seven positions. With a little further
research he will discover that
Labour also lost their majority on
the SRC in the second round of
elections this October.
As for his comments about Roy
Jenkins being unde r threat , those
who campaigned in the constituency in 1982 and '83 know th at
Roy Jenkins won Glasgow Hillhead because of student votes not
despite them. So this year's swing
to the Alliance at the university
can on ly help to make his position
more secure.

In Edinburgh the Alliance has
had similar success in winning the
votes of students. They helped
considerably in the Alliance victory in the Marchmont/Sciennes
ward in the regional elections and
will help in winning Edinburgh
South for the Alliance. The claims
of the Labour spokesman that
they would win "regardless of student votes" is perhaps a recognition of Labour's failure to attract
students.
Given this failure, I suggest that'
the NOLS campaign to get more
students to register , which I
wholeheartedly support , will
backfire on them in the General
Election.
By the way , if you apply the
Knowsley
North by-election
result to the rest of the cou ntry it
would give Roy Jenkins a majority of over 12 ,500, the Alliance
would win ALL the Edinburgh
seats and would form the government with over 500 seats.
Yours ,
Paul Davies.

Waste of Space

Dear Sir,
I cannot be alone in believing
The Student is not only a waste of
precious space but also boring in
the extreme! Its tedious content
and coarse graphics are extremely
annoying.
An alternative? - something
akm to Yobs , which is featured in
that sin gu larly upright organ, Private Eye
. Yours ,
I. R. Wray.
PS: Let's have some response out
there people!!!

Sir,
Last Thursday , after a grue lling
Calculus lecture , I settled down in

my room with Student and food.
My tired eyes scanned the front
page eagerly. But what on earth
was this? ". . severed sheep's
'head under his arm . . . licked and
kissed the sheep's tongue .. . "
The Scotch pi e fell to the floor.
My breakfast almost popped up to
say hello. All delicious thoughts
were banished!
Please keep such disgusting
"stories" to the tabloid papers ,
where they belong. The event did
not concern a member of EU and
was probably adorned with lashing of hyperbole , so why print it?
Yours,
Alastair Scott.

Student welcomes letters from readers, but in order
for us to publish as many as possible, please keep
them short. They may be dropl>ed into the Student
collection boxes or our editorial office (see back page
for locations), and must be in by Monday of week of
publication. Please include your address and phone
number in case we need to contact you (these will not
be printed). Letters published in Student do not
necessarily correspond with the opinion of the
editor.

Searle Mistaken

Sir,
I took the chair at the EU
Philosophy Society meeting of 4th
November addressed by Professor Vladimir Denisov. I am
unable to recognise eit her my conduct or my question from the
description given of them in Mr
Alaric Searle's letter (Student,
13th November). Moreover, I
suspect that Professor Denisov
would equally be unable to recog-'
nise the extent to which I am
alleged to have insulted him and
made him feel unwelcome - for
after his talk we spent a very
pleasant evening together at my
house where , over drinks and dinner, we enjoyed' both serious
intellectual discussion and some
ro llicking laughter.
Yours faithfully ,
Dr L. 8. Briskman.

for an explanation of the way in
which the Soviet Union is a completely new form of society. That
was the thrust of his question . He
then added that a popular Weste rn view is that the Soviet Union is
a modern version of a very old
type of society-namely, a feudal
slave society. Never, in asking his
question, did the chairman claim
that, "of course , we in the West all
possess individual freedom " .
Further, there was nothing to
suggest that Prof. Denisov was
insulted or even upset by the question.
Mr Searle goes on to discuss the
importance of making a visitor
feel welcome and of making the
most of opportunities for intellectual exchange, especially with the
Soviet Union. He is , of course,
right, but his preceding remarks
Sir,
give the impression that this
Last week 's issue of Student car- means that Soviet academics
ries a lette r from Mr Alaric Searle should be exempt from the rigours
severely criticising the conduct of of intellectual cri ticism (criticism
our chairman at the EU we would expect to apply to any
Philosophy
Society
meeting ot her academic). This does not
addressed by Prof. Denisov of the excuse incivility but constructive
Soviet Academy of Science. The criticism in the "pursuit of truth"
content of Mr Searle's letter was need not be uncivil.
highly inaccurate and we should . . We feel that our chair~an. acted
like to here give the facts.
m accordance wtth this d1stmcHe complains that some,of the t10n. Quite. frankly , we foel that
questions which followed the talk Mr Searle d1? not-:-. his fmal c~m
were not of a philosophical ments are msenstt1ve, msul tmg
nature. The reason for this was and plainly libellous
simple - the talk itself was not of
Yours faithfully , .
a philosophical nature, as those
Sue Blu~n , President.
Chris Jupp, Secy.
who were there will no doubt bear
witness (with the apparent excepEU Philosophy Society
ti on of Mr Searle).
More specifically, he accuses
the chairman of asking an "insulting" question which he says had
no reference io the preceding
talk. This is simply not true. Jn
reply to a previous question , Prof.
Denisov claimed that the Soviet
Union was a completely new type Dear Sir,
Several points must be made
man then asked was a direct
response to that claim ; he asked regard ing Alaric Searle's letter

Bias not a
problem?
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Queue for action
Dear Sir,
I would like to make a fow
points clear to students who use
the KB minibus service . As far as
the University is concerned , the
minibus is provided primarily for
the transportation of lecturers
from George Square to KB and
vice versa. some people are issued
~ith " Priority Passes", these
people usually have lectures following on , from one site to the
other, within a very short time.
A point made at the SSCE
meeting was that priority passes
do not apply to the 8.50 am
minibus from George Square to
KB.
This is not really the major
point of this letter. If I had one
word to say, perish the thought , it
would be "ma nners". British
people are supposed to be
renowned for their politeness and
patience , and the scene outside
KB Union recently, at peak time.s,
resembles an out-take fro.m some
Sylvester Stallone Jt!Ovie. Eventually we will all lose via this type of

Anti-Soviet bias is not a problem . What is a problem is that so
many people think that uncomof
promising
condemnation
Soviet Russia is si mply a product
of American nationalism. Anyone who believes this needs to
have a good long talk with a Soviet
emigre.
I am, si r, a proud American and
yours sincerely,
Michael Young.

Who are
you?

'ft·

O!Ct. THE

concerning "anti-Soviet bias". I
would hate to shatter anyone's
illusions, but Soviet Russia is not
"just another country". It is a
totalitarian society . Mr Searle
bemoans our "limited contact"
with the Soviet Union. Would he
bemoan " limited contact" with
South Africa -or would he vehemently oppose it? Would he ever
write a letter complaining about
anti-Pretoria bias? Academic and
cultural exchanges with illegitimate and grossly unjust countries
serve to reinforce an illusion of
moral legitimacy.
The Soviets must exercise tight
control over ideas - especially
philosophical ideas - if they wish
to remain in power. The question
of Soviet legitimacy, then , must
be a central concern of any Soviet
philosopher. If Professor Denisov
did not concern himself with this
issue , would he be teaching
philosophy in Russia? Mr Searle
has failed to grasp the fact that
everything in the Soviet Union is
the concern of the state and must
be justified within a MarxistLeninist rubric. It is perfectly
reasonable to ask a Soviet
philosopher about the kind of
moral justification he would offer
for his · country. If Professor
Denisov is merely a victim of the
Soviet system (not one of the
oppressors) , then he certainly
deserves to be treated with common courtesy.

behaviour which has to stop,
NOW.
At the moment , moving
through the correct channels is a
motion that a line be painted on
the tarmac just outside K.B
Union. If this goes ahead the
queue will definitely be single file ,
and I can only plead that you all
respect the notion that first come
is first served , and so avoid problems which included several
casualties last year.
We are all (KB students) indebted to last yea r's SSCE for their
· efforts in saving the minibus, but
unless more care is taken , there is
a danger that the minibus will con· only
lecturers ,
vey
demonstrators, and priority pass
holders and it won 't even stop at
the Union.
So, to finish , can I simply
implore you to be a little more
fadylike and gentlemanly about
the whole procedure.
Michael J. Longstaffe,
Science Students Committee
Executive.

Dear Sir,
We do not know who wrote the
letter last week on behalf o( "All
SRC Members", but they forgot
to inform us before they wrote it.
Instead of arguing about who
thought up the idea of a Week of
Action against loans (congratulations .to whoever it was) surely the
most important thing is for " All
SRC Members" to ensure the
week is a success.
·r ours sincerely ,
Some SRC Members.

WELCOME TO EDINBURGH
WHERE WIU YOU BUY YOUR
BROWN RICE NOW?
REAL FOODS offer the best sel€.... <1on of
natural foods in town. Everything yuu could
want plus things you've never heard of! Try
some organically grown wlne - thirty different varieties expenment with
Japanese foods - largest importer in the
UK - sample vegetarian haggis, enjoy our

own

brand

oatcakes

and wholemeal

shortbreads.

DROP INTO REAL FOODS
27 Broughton St. or 8 Brougham St.
5571911
2281651
{nr. top Leith Walk)
Tollcross
WE'U HELP YOU FEEL AT HOME

Spangle-Makers
JESSE GARON AND
THE DESPERADOES
The Cavern

This was the fourth time I'd
seen Jesse Garon and the
Desperadoes and they just
keep getting better and better
although, if anything, their
set has become shorter.
This was the first night of the
Plastic Factory at the Cavern a nd
attracted quite a large crowd,
perhaps due ta the Desperado~s'
.
.
Wherefore art thou, reviewer? One of the Mac lads.
brill-single Splashing Along which
Photos: Louise Mackay
has been disappointingly absent
The unscheduled Alexander
from the indie chart since its
Sisters, a French and Saunders
ANCBENEFIT
release .
type comedy duo , were next and
Disappointingly absent from
Assembly Rooms
were not really very funny the main chart too, I might add , as
The African National Con- unlike the next act, Rua, who are
the Desperadoes are a pop grm.1p ,
gress Benefit, sponsored by a Scottish folk group and are bilif nothing else. Unlike most of
their contemporaries they can
the Society of Public and Civil led as being "an exciting mixture
actually play and .I find ~ran's
Servants, on Friday night, of contemporary and tradtional
voice quite beautiful at times.
was a sell-out - a reassuring music" and whose Celtic version
of Suzanne Vega's Marlene on the
Hand in hand with the melody
start to the evening. I was Wall was quite the funni est thing
goes a harder edge , the punk in
hoping that all the surprises I've heard in ages.
the Pop Punk Spangle which occawould be as pleasant.
And so to the climax of the
sionally erupts, most notably on
evening, and to Dick "probably
their raging cover of Blondie's
the best thing not out of a bottle to
Presence (which can be found on
come out of Leith" Gaughan.
the B-side of the aforesaid 45) and
Dick, a. tireless anti-apartheid
is always lurking behind the
campaigner , won the hearts and
sweetness which is never too
minds of the crowd with his powsickly - just like Spangles, boys
erful songs, and confirmed his
and girls. Remember them?
Andy Shearer
--~
status as Scotland's " most celebrated folk musician" .
So, despite the non-appearance
of the Bhundu Boys and a few hicand squeals when he ran on sta~e , rain, "I love you!", I melted , a Tbe SW APO Choir
cups which contributed to a genlike Rollermania all over again. delicious tingle crept down my
eral lack of continuity and organiHowever, trundling in at 8.30, I sation, a strong feeling of solidar·
And don't be misled by Shaky's spine, perfect pop!
holy , candyfloss image, the girls
was told that I had just missed the ity was generated by both the
here - from Eight to Eighty Merry Mac Fun Show , but I was in audience and the performers, and
are here for SEX! Every time he
time to hear compere "Smashing" a healthy figure of £3 ,000 was
He left to change into a denim
wiggles his hips , jumps in the air , jacket and returned to rock out
Danny Kyle announce that Zim- raised by the end of the night.
touches somebody's hand , there the evening with some pretty babwe's finest, The Bhundu Boys,
Caroline Ednie
are moans and squeals of delight authentic rock 'n' roll , honkytonk would not be appearing as they
and pleasure! A thousand fan- piano and roackabilly bass. 1 will
were unable to obtain a pass out of
tasies come to life, flesh before never sneer at Shaky again, the
their native country .
their eyes!
man has class, integrity and sinAfter a JS-minute break , the
cerity, he doesn 't try to be a
After a selection of songs from trendy wank like Cliff Richard , Namibian Swapo Choir were next
the new album and a change of he's just a good old-fashioned to appear, delighting the crowd
jacket, Shaky's back on stage with entertainer, the best!
with songs of the African contia medley of his hit singles. To put
nent and were genuinely awesAnd if truck by the rapturous ovations
it bluntly, the audience went apeshit crazy, toddlers on their dads' you're not yet convinced of my they received.
shoulders, middle-aged women sincerity, well , until Friday night I
jiving in the aisles , all screaming would never have believed that I
their hearts out , even I was sing- would walk to Morningside with a .
ing along to Green Door and This red and silver heart-shaped ,
helium-filled Shaky balloon dancOle House .
ing in the moonlight above my
He played the new
single, a slow dreamy one , and head. "WE WANT SHAKY! WE
may God strike me down if I WANT SHAKY! "
Andrew Tully
speak an untruth , but at the ref-

=-

Mqarita time

SHAKIN' STEVENS
Playhouse

"WE WANT SH~KY! WE
WANT SHAKY! WE WANT
SHAKY!"
A chorus of young girls and
grannies, strophe and antistrophe, waving scarves and
banners, hanging onto their
heart-shaped, helium-filled
Shaky balloons. A kids' night
out, one giant birthday party,
with Shaky as the special
guest. The bars facing com·
petition from the sweetie
counter and the popcorn seller as parents bring their children and children bring their
parents.
· One heck of a show, a massive
light show in the shape of some
ominous mechanical four-legged
spider, a 12-piece band and ol '
snakehips himself. The screams

Feedback

m

feedback!

Drop everything and get their brand of "Music from the
yourselves on a bus to the City Andes" to the Usher Hall, and The
Styngrires play Moray House. On
of Culture tonight, for young Monday, Suzanne Vega is underCourtney Pine at Daddy War· taking two shows at the Usher
bucks. Make sure you get a Hall. The first one at 7.30 pm is
ticket first, however; price sold out, but you can still get tickets for the 10.30 pm perfor£4.00 from Virgin.
Or, if your essay deadlines cannot be escaped, there's always the
£2.00 special·offer jazz at the
Queen's Hall tomorrow night.
This week's attraction is Jimmy
Fchan,
a· Glaswegian vibraphonist. If you want to discover
what a vibraphone actually is,
then don't forget your matricula·
tioo card. There's a band called
Tomato on at the Hoochie Coochie
Club in Tollcross tomorrow, start·
ing at 10.30 pm and costing £2.SO,
with special guest DJ James Grant
from W'lle and Money.
On Saturday Incantation bring

mance, and you'd probably be
wise to do so because all your
mates will be talking ab9ut it.
On Tuesday, Alice Coopertakes
up a two-night residence in the
Playhouse. This would be worth
going to, but the ticket prices of
£7 .SO and £8.SO would probably
mop up the dregs of your grant
and rule out your granny's Christ·
maspr~ie.

The Tube, tomorrow at S.30 pm
on C4, has Alice Cooper as one of
its guests, along with Kurtis Blow,
The Psychedelic Furs, Fela Kuti
and the Communards. Oh, and

Iggy Pop. Jools Holland in Performance, next Wednesday at ll.40
pm on C4, is a live performance by
Jools and his Big Band recorded in
New Orleans. On Saturday,
there's a feature of interest to all
Joe Otton fans on the Saturday
Review on BBC. Orton's diaries
are under discussion. After that
there's an Arena special about the
life and times of Don Luis Bunuel,
the Spanish film-maker, which
would be a useful programme to
watch if you ever find yourself
stranded in the Filmhouse bar
with no one to talk to but film
buffs.
Don't forget Dennis Potter's
The Singing Detective on Sunday.
There's a Sally Field film on BBC
on Sunday as well, called Back
Roads, and on Tuesday an Al
Pacino film called And Justice For
All (both on BBC 2).

All films art. free lo me111bt'S
andnon -memberscanbuyguesl

octets at £1.25 per shOW IN

ADVANCE ONLY from EUSA
shops, PGSU b.lr :itKI KB Siote

(
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Track Record

:that

<CJazz
BENNY WATERS

As a result of the recent "boom" in the
Edinburgh music scene, the number of
newly formed bands has greatly increased.
Most bands' thoughts eventually turn to
recording a demo tape to exhibit their
wares' and to assist any student bands in this
position Student has compiled this rough
guide to a cross-section of Edinburgh
studios. Kenneth Weighand investigated
assisted by Mark Reed (words) and Jim
Laidlaw (pictures).
THE BEST PALLADIUM STUDIOS
(24-Track) 031-4401084
Conveniently situated around the corner
from Straiton's only pub-cum-go-go bar,
Palladium Studios stands as arguably Scotland's leading recording studio. Palladium
will probably be best known through its
appearance at the bottom of most of the Cocteau Twins record sleeves. Jon Turner, the
owner of Palladium, firmly believes in putting his profits back into the studio and Palladium consequently boasts some of the best
equipment around. Most notable among
these is the Kurzweil keyboard (a Fairlighttype sampling machine with balls). His rates
are remarkably cheap (from £18 per hour)
for these facilities; however, it must be
remembered that it is quite rare for a group
without a record deal to record there.
THEREST (1) HARTSTREET STUDIOS
(8, 16 or 24-Track) 031-557 0181

Queen's H all

Clearly the grapevine · is
throbbing. Word's hit the
town. There's a student
reduction at the Queen's
Hall. I even had to queue at
the bar. Getting sick of these
beer-swilling-reviewer cliches
yet?

Hartstreet Studios are located in the heart of
Edinburgh and are run by Roy Ashby. His
emphasis on comfort and high quality has
led to a number of well-known acts passing
through, including Jesse Rae, The Shop
Assistants and Goodbye Mr Mackenzie.
Bands have the choice here of recording on
eight (£5 per hour), 16 (£10 per hour) or 24
tracks (£20 per hour). A spacious control
room contains most of the standard equipment to be found in recording studios as well
as an excellent working environment. This is
definitely a studio worth investigating, not
least as it caters for all needs.

Heavies
HAWKWIND
Playhouse

Wrong decade! I arrived in
the middle of an interminable
guitar solo. The band, thankfully, for most of the evening,
ill-lit on stage, resembled the
cast of The History Man long hair, Zapata moustaches, bushy sideburns, horrendously
loud
Joseph
Technicolour
nightmare
coats - the Bad News tour al\
over again.

CONCLUSION
The only advice we can offer after our extensive survey is to phone around for the best
deal but be sure of what you need first.

The Place

The only conflict to be seen
at The Place on Thursday
night was that between the
police and a pack of angry
and frustrated, spiky-haired
Conflict fans.
The
ha rd
core
anarchy
extravaganza was to be held at
The Jail house (undoubtedly more
suitably named) but was changed
to The Place for reasons

• Daily
. Papen
I Gaggia
Coffee
I Herb
Tea.1
I Fruit
Juice
I Relaxing
Musk

ILunchti
I
me: Hot Dish &
I
Afternoon And Ev S~up Of The Dayf
I
Or A Coffee Andenmg Meals I
In Comfort Or Ti A Snack
I
o Take Away

The Choice is Yours,
·The Pleasure is Ours.

1

The situation got higher a nd the
inevitable outburst was sparked
off by some over-eager punks
throwing a couple of glasses. By
that time more police had arrived
and when the fighting started they
magically produced their truncheons and proceeded , in an
orderly fas hion, to beat the shit
out of anybody who got in their
way. It got worse outside , the
police being excessively violent.
Hardly
wh at
you'd
call
mainstream · musical entertainment.
Finlay Wilson

Savouries

I Sugar·free
Cakes and
Sweets

I Friendly
Atmo.lphere

BONJOVI/FM
Playhouse

Having seen FM on several
occasions I'd have to say
they're strong candidates for
mega-stardom. Their set was
well worth checking out, with
tracks such as Frozen Heart
and The Other Side of Midnight providing serious competition for the headliners.
Speaking of whom , I came ·
away feeling that while Bon Jovi
had done well , they could've done
better. They were always effective , but only rarely did the excellence of their studio product shine
through . Wanted Dead or Alive,
already well on the way to becoming a classic, was superb , standing
in a different league from the rest
of the show; other highlights
included Tokyo Road, Livin' on a
Prayer, Let It Rock and Get
Ready. However , some of their
ideas didn't quite come off, for
example the ghastly harmonies on
their cover of the Thin Lizzy clas'ic The Boys Are Back In Town .

• vegttarian

SOJTHCLERK ST.

Bring this ad between 2p.m. and 8p.m. for a2nd Coffee Free
38 Buccleuch Street, Edinburgh (031-667 5750)

Although perfectly able 10
handle his alto sax and clarinet
and singing the odd song , he
seemed to have some difficulties
reading the bit of paper the names
of his band were written on. So I
am afraid I can't tell you who they
were either. Not that this evidence of senilty did anything to
dampen the rabid e nthusiasm of
this Edinburgh crowd . There was
even some cool chick dancing
away in the corner. She looked
bloody stupid , but at least she was
happy (and she kept me amu ed
fo r hours).

The atmosphere was so electric,
you could have cut it with a knife .
Hi_s music was strong and clea r,
What Feedback promised, Benny ranging across the yea rs - we
Waters supplied . Kicking o ff with returned home happy , with /
It Had To Be Y ou he meandered Want to Talk About You ringing in
into Cry Me A River. The pace our ears . The hours couldn' t have
never slackened, as this octogena- been better spent.
rian prowled the stage . Benny
James Jazz

(2) PIERHOUSE STUDIOS
(16-Track) 031-552 3549
Situated in Granton, Pierhouse Studios runs
under the aegis of Pete Haig, a truly Mephistophelean character with a commendable
hatred of country and western music. Previous alumni Qf his studio include Rote
Kapelle (but don't let that deter you), The
Shop Assistants and Fini Tribe. Pierhouse is
now exclusively 16-track yet still retains a
decor reminiscent of a neglected garage.
Despite that, Pierhouse is well equipped and
can knock up a decent sound, but there are
better studios in Edinburgh.

unknown. The origi nall y named
Barbed Wire had got the crowd
going with songs like the subtly
named Fuck the Police and chanting the Z-Cars tune. Both bands
that played were painfully bad .
What happened next was the
appearance of two policemen ,
then a few more, the band being
stopped , the lights coming on and
everybody being asked to leave
(with a refund of course). Guess
who didn 't like the idea , and guess
who started singing Z-Cars and
other nice police orientated
songs.

pleased the crowd with his humorous asides. I say humorous, we ll ,
we all laughed, but I couldn' t
understand a word he said .

In short , Bon Jovi had great
material and were technically profident but lacked that spark to
give the performance that bit of
magic. But it won 't be long in
commg.
Ted Linehan

While the band played on, and
on, projected onto a screen
behind them was a series of mindexpanding images. Triple bad
acid , yeah ! Spacemen, stars,
moons, red planets , space stations, goat head death masks
bearing a striking resemblance to
James Burke. Some of the songs
lasted longer than Shop Assistants
sets , with titles like Utopia and
Master of the Universe, containing
lyrics full of hippy, drippy , sci-fi
bullshit. But who am I to complain , everybody else seemed to be
having a good time.
The biggest cheer of the night
was when a strippogram arrived
on stage to celebrate the drummer's birthday. Not that I wish to
excite any Stranglers-type debate.
after all , "It's only natura l, a nice
smile in the morning with your
cup of tea!" , but I would have preferred to see the drummer castrated!
Andrew Tully

F I L IVl-TH EATRE
-===----------FILMHOUSEFILM SOC BED LA MTRAVERSE
-----------~
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BRAZIL
228 2668
Odeon, South Clerk St
TROUBLE IN MIND
21Nov; 11.15pm, 1.00am
Nov 20-21 2.30; Nov 21-22 6.00;
Groovy cartoon in which PepperNov 20-27 &30
A bluesy gangster movie set in land is attacked by the Blue
·Rain City, USA. Lon Singer of Meanies and saved by the sicken' Fame' fame kicks off her leg-war- ing Beatles. Brazil is the best black
mers and cello to star in the not comedy/fantasy in years as a
quite so starry-eyed role of bored clerk in a future world
mother and wife to Keith Car- attempts to escape.
NOSFERATU
radipe.
CAL
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER
Nov 24-26; 2.30, 6.00
George Square Theatre
The story of a young Catholic in 23 Nov; 6.45, 8.15
Northern Ireland who murders an First a 1922 silent horror film with
RUC constable and then proceeds a musical accompaniment, folto seduce his merry widow in an lowed by Robert Mitchum as a
attempt to right himself.
perverted
preacher
who
LATE NIGHT:
specialises in bumping off rich
MAD MAX Ill plus REPO MAN
· widows. His last victim's kids rumNov22; 11pm
ble him and he becomes ·their
Tina Turner sinks her claws into hunter.
macho Mel Gibson in part three.of THE OFFICIAL VERSION
the original leather and bondage KISS OF THE SPIDERWOMAN
film. Also the classic Repo Man.
George Square Tehatre
GONE TO EARTH plus
26 Nov; 6.45, 8.50
MICHAEL POWELL LECTURE
Official Version deals with the
Nov 22; 7.00
reign of terror in Argentina when a
A one-off chance to see the film mmother questions where her
and hear the man at Filmhouse. adopted daughter came from ,
Director Powell shall be discus- then two political prisoners are
sing the themes behind his Victo- locked up together and resort to
rian melodrama, so go along.
storytelling. Not to be missed.
A ZERO AND TWO NOUGHTS
Nov 21 -22; 2.45, 5.45, 8.15
_______
There's nothing like not being able
to do something to make you
South Clerk St
want to do it. In this case, the
RUTHLESS PEOPLE
ample Alba becomes a mental
2.00, 6.00, 8.40
nymphomaniac
·
American farce comedy based on
JOHNNY LARSEN
Danny de Vito's attempts to grab
Nov 26; 5.45, 8.15
his rir,h Beverly Hills wife's fortune
More of Denmark. 'Can we get
by dastardly means. His attempts
enough?' we ask ourselves. In this
are ruined by two well-meaning
one a young chap called Johnny
kidnappers.
staggers his way through his early
EXTREMITIES
manhood. Sounds familiar. P.h? .
1£.45, 5.50, 8.15
MEETINGS WITH REMARKABLE
Farrah Fawcett stars in her first
MEN
serious role. And pretty good she
Nov 25; 5.45, 8.15
is too. She plays a woman trapped
An account of G. I. Gurdyieff's
and terrorised by a rapist in her
early years on the path to
own home who manages to turn
enlightenment.
the tables and give him hell.
TU KU MA
BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE CHINA
Nov 20; 6.15, 8.15
Phone for ti mes
And you thought only bacon came
from Denmark? Well, try frying a He-man Kurt Russell plays a big
Danish film! Actually this one is trucker who gets involved in the
world of Chinese mythology and
set in Greenland as a young man
gets trapped between a world of
seeks out his long-lost brother.
fantasy and reality.
HUNGER
Nov 28; 5.45, 8.15
Cannes Film Festival winner. Per
Lothian Road
Oscarsson portrays a writer, verg229 3030
ing on insanity and at the mercy of
TOP GUN
horrific hallucinations.
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
XALA
What more can one say? I mean, if
Nov 24; 5.45, 8.15
I got a quid for the amount of
Last extra-mural flick. A film from
showings there have been I might
Senegal about some poor chap
just
be able to afford to pay Tom
cursed by Xala (impotence) on his
Cruise one hour's wages.
wedd ing night. What a let down!
LEGAL EAGLES
2.35, 5.25, 8.15
Now that Meryl Streep has
Newbattle Terrace
brushed the cobwebs off Robert
447 2660
Redfor? there's no stoppin~ him.
HIGHLANDER
Here he plays a lawyer
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
ABOUT LAST NIGHT
Another switch over. The immor- 2.05, 5.05, 8.05
tal Christopher Lambert comes Hunk of the second Rob Lowe
out of the 'Subway' (ha! ha!) and (pant, pant! and ex of Princess
meets up with less than mortal
?teph of Monaco by the way) stars
Sean Connery.
in t~e classic American 'boy meets
girl romance. The girl here is Deni
TOP GUN
·
Moore.
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Does it ever cease? Will it ever
unleash its grasp on the Edin- :-:----:--=---..:._--=--...::=.
burgh cinemas? No, I guess not. If Home St, Tollcross
you've seen one 'Officer and a 2284141
Gentleman' you've seen them all.
THEGOODFATHER
Nov 21-26;
ROOM WITH A VIEW
3.oo, 5.oo, 1.00, 9.oo
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
A sane Anthony Hopkins as a
Another long runner. Someone father, trying to hold his family
must be raking it in somewhere toget~er as they go through the
along the line. The story? A young
emot1onal trauma of divorce. He
girl's 'awakening' on a tour of
probably threatened her with
Europe.
taxidermy too.
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2 Forrest Road
225 9873
TRANSLATIONS
21-28 Nov; 7.30 pm
Tickets £1 .50, £2, £2.50
By Brian Friel
One of the Bedlam's mainterm
productions, so go along and give
them your support.
CHRISTIE IN LOVE
26 Nov; 1 pm
75p members; £1 .50 not
By Howard Brenton
In this Bedlam lunchtime a necrophiliac murderer is cornered .

L Y C E U M
Grindlay Street
229 9697
MACBETH
Till 29 Nov; 7.45 pm
From £2.50
By Billy " I've worn out more quil
feathers than you've had hot din·
ners" Shakespeare, OBE. One o1
Bill's finest tragedies, the moral
being: " If you meet three witches
in Potterrow one dark Saturday
night, don't believe them when
they tell you you're going to get a
first class honours degree, but
you've got to murder someone
first. " Meanwhile, get into the
" mood" by shouting out such
classic lines as " Unsex me here!"
in the library coffee room . That
should wake them all up - well,
maybe!

PLAYHOUSE
19/22 Greenside Place
557 2590
THE VOYAGE OF THE DAWN
TREADER
Till 22 Nov
Tickets: phone for details
A spectacular and exiciting play
adaptation of C. S. Lewis's novel.
Everybody joruneys back to the
land of Warnia to gaze in wonder
at the sight of the beautiful Des
O'Connor.

112 West Bow, Grassmarket
226 2633
DID YOU SEE THAT?
Till 23 Nov; 7.30 pm
Members £3.50; cone £2
Performed by Nikelodeon (Time
Out Street Entertainers of the
Year) . The group will also hold a
series of workshops in movement
techniques (could be a lot of fun).
Apparently they're even more
entertaining than the new X-rated
Des O'Connor show!
MERRY MAC FUN SHOW
The Merry Macs are on tour.
Gorgie Memorial Hall,
7.30 pm; 21 Nov
Telephone 556 8897 for deta.ils.

NETHERBOW
43 High Street
5569579
TAM O' SHANTER
Till 22 Nov; 1.30 pm and 7.30 pm
£2.50 (cone £1 .50)
Performers: The Edinburgh Puppet Theatre, Voice: Bill McCue,
Music : The Whistlebinkies ( a
name to be proud of!), Author: Sir
Robert "I always watch 'Take the
High Road "' Burns. Tam gets a bit
drunk, turns into Oliver " Macho "
Reed and says four-letter words
on the Des "I'm so nice even I can't
believe it " O'Connor show sorry, I think I've got the wrong
plot!

K

N G

s

2 Leven Street
229 1201
JIM DAVIDSON
23 Nov; 8 pm
Tickets : £4.50-£6.50
If you 're sexist and into The
Stranglers' " cabaret ", then you'll
just love Jim Davids?n,

BRUNTON
H
A
L
L
North High St, Musselburg.h
665 2240
THE SHEPHERD BEGUILED
Till 6 Dec; check for times
Tickets : £3.50, £2.00
A beautiful bra id Scots pl ay -

EXHIBS
TALBOT RICE NATIONAL
GA L L E R Y LIBRARY
Old College, South Bridge
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Till 13 Dec
PRINT.S FROM PEACOCK - No,
not the interesting tattoo belonging to ol ' Olly Reed (which so
embarrassed Des) - but a selection from Aberdeen's printmakers
of the same name.

GALLERY OF
MODERN ART
Belford Road
Mon-Sat01-5; Sun 2-5
Till 23 Nov
WILLIAM SCOTT - If you still
haven't seen this - after all the
advertising in What's On - then
you've only got till Sat to come on
dowri! So hurry up and get your
skates on or you just won't be able
to compete in those highly pretentious circles which value exhibs so
h. hi ·
1g yintheirconversation.

sco

George IV Bridge
226 4531
Mon-Fri 9.30-5; Sat 9.30-1
Till 10Jan
REPATRIATION - Even if it's the
only library visit you ever make in
the whole of your Uni caree r, go
along and see it. A portrayal of
wor~s recently repatriated (surprise! surprise !) to their homeland
of Scottish cheddar cheese and a
misplaced pride (as the MM Fun
Show puts it).

FRUITMARKET
GALLERY
29 Market Street
225 2383
Tues-Sat 10-5.30
FROM TWO WQRLDS

N A T I O N A L
H G A L L E R y·

T T I s
G A L L E R y

94 George Street'
225 5955
Till 26 Nov
JA_MES COWIE, RSA _ various
paintings, drawings etc.
ALFONS B. JANSINSKI, RSW _

The Mound
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 2-5
An exhibition of prints by the Scottish Artists (are there any? In fact
are there any Scots in Edinburgh?)
- WILLIAM STRANG and D. Y.
CAMERON.

O D E ON
A standard £1.50 student
from Sunday to Thursday.
cost y ou £2.60. All cinemas

D OM IN

Stu dents pay £1 .20 for all
The only exception is theI
only non-smoki ng part of
sh ut on Sundays.

FI LM H
Matinees cost 50p; early
£1.20. Th ese tickets are on~
mance starts. No concessioe
you can book these in a
cinemas.
Members get in free to all
can be purchased in adv
week and from the Post
Pl ace, at the weekend. Me

B ED L A
All tickets for lunchtime pr
your consumption . Mem
allows reductions on all ti
are held every Monday
interested in an y aspectol

T RAVEff
Exclusive offer this year
wh ich allows many beneli'll
Su nday performa nce; £2f
before performance; freeeifr
theatre clubs in Britain.

L VC EU

Th ey offer a plastic cardro
two tickets at concession!
mance) . Check at box office

E SCA

..

S NO

..

Edin burgh Student Chant
(225 4061 ). Pop into ouro
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday fora
Students are welcomedir
Orchestra co nce rts at theh
avai lable from 7 pm ea~

C .A M Ev·
fl

Afternoon shows cost ·
pm) are £2.70.

ACTI

Aq

A week of action orgaoi to
Association. VourchaO~
sundry, so don't waste

MONDAY 24 NOVEl't18~ee0~

EUSA Annual General fthiS~
and also the appro_val 0 ntiflrld
your mnoney is bernQ spe bjed...
the Sabbaticals on anY su

All WEEK

rter·W~

There wi ll be Mass L~ rue9'"'1111
campus, 11 am to 3 P '

FRIDAY 28 NOVEMBE~inQ

()II'

The launch of "Su p~~a1on9~i
Review Committee. . t cnsn ~
possibly the most di~~~ot oe~ !tau.
Government. 1 prn. T~

UNIVENTS ·M

US IC

THUR 20 NOV SUN 23 NOV THUR 20 NOV SUN 23 NOV
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
6th Level Common Room
1.10pm
David Pullinger on "Computers:
It's Power-Our Fear? "
DEBATES WORKSHOP
Teviot Debating Hall
7.30 pm
A specific motion for budding
speakers: "This House deplores
the Government's privatisation
pol icy ".
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room at the Pleasance
7.30 pm
Richard Adams' Plague Dogs on
video - subsequent discussion
on laboratory animals.

E

5 (Sunday-Fri day)

cost
30minutes befo re perforlormain evenin g films but
.20. Non-sm oking in both

ces. Guest tickets (£1.25)
Union Sh op during the
ts' Union, 24 Buccleuch
on sale at all shows.
nclude soup and bread for
eBedlam is £2.00, which
lam Comm ittee meetings
in the theatre. Anyone
always welco me.

E
rshi p: £4 for four years,
include a free ticket to any
lstandby ticket 10 minutes
ll'lerse Bar and many other

which allows you to claim
fl off cost of any perfor-

are in 17/1 9 Guthrie Street
eor come down around
lunchtime gathering .
·
eto all Scottish National
I. Tickets cost £2 and are
ing.
Performances (7.00, 9.00

~TRICULATION CARD

FOR

HT

~rgh University Students'

'II

So if you wantto know how
''°hassle. You can also question
Why not take the chance.

~9ns, from desks around the
~·

'-lai· EUSA's submission to the
·~~s being put forward. This is
~. 1ng used to reach Central

METH SOC
Nicolson Sq Church
8pm
Discussior. on the British Council
of Churches: Elsie Mount.
HAPPY HOUR
TeviotRow
8-9pm

MON24NOV
CONSERVATIVE CLUB
Middle Reading Room, Teviot
1 pm
Monday lunch man this week :
MEP Alastair Hulton.

SCIENCE FOR PEOPLE
Postgrads Union; top floor
8pm
Tom Smith debating health
hazards at work.

MODERN DANCE SOCIETY:
BALLET CLASS
Chambers St Ballroom
7-8pm

MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
George Sq Theatre
8pm
Full value for your money here
(£1, incidentally): Mal Duff (undoubtedly one of Britain's best)
showing slides from his 1985
Everest expedition; and Andy
Greig interspersing with his own
brand of songs and poetry.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
McEwanHall
7pm
The perennial call each year to
shrug off your apathy - make
your presence felt by speaking
from the floor or at least voting on
the motions. Leave your evening
pint until later and head to McEwan for 7.00,.

TUES 25 NOV

ROCK DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm
PLEASANCE JAll
Pleasance Bar
9pm
The John Burgess Quartet playing
from 9: remember that very convenient Happy Hour before the
band goes on: 8-9.

FRI 21 NOV
SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre
7.30 pm
Implications of the Poll Tax for students spelt out by Bob Maclennan
MP.
BAHA'I SOCIETY
St Leonard's, Pollock
7.30-9 pm
"The New World Order".
MEGA DISCO
Teviot Row Union
8-2am
That startling new light show
upstairs and if you are short of a
partner, try pulling one from the
Park Room down below.
CLUB KASUMO
Potterrow
8-1 am
Get your leathers together for the
alternative disco under the dome.

SAT · 22

ESCA MEWETING
Guthrie Street
1-2pm
Teams needed for the infamous
annual Beer 'n' Teering : a frantic
pub crawl around 15 pubs on the
28th. Collect forms at lunchtime or
any time th is week between 9 and

5.
ANTIQUARY MEDIEVAL
HISTORY LECTURE
George Sq Theatre
4.15 pm
Excellent
writer-broadcaster,
Marina Warner, is in town today :
she'll be speaking on " The
Wronged Daughter: Joan of Arc
to Cinderella ".
PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE
Teviot Debating Hall
6pm
A full debate discussing complete
independence for Scotland within
the European Community.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St Ballroom
CONTEMPORARY CLASS
6.15-7.15pm
MODERN CLASS
Beginners: 7.30-8.30 pm
Non-Beginners : 8.30-9.30 pm

WE FREE KINGS
Heriot-Watt Union
8pm; £1
Wild punk folk combo from Edinburgh.

'60s INTERNATIONAL
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £4, £5, £6
Blasts from the past with
SCOTIISH SINFONIA
Queen's Hall
7.45 pm; £1.50/£2.40
Wagner concert
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
·Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
Raunchy ten-piece rhythm 'n'
blues band.

BLOCK BROTHERS
Preservation hall
9 pm; Fr-ee
Covers of Van Morrison, Little
Feat, Springsteen, Bowie and 22
Top.
THE PROCLAIMERS
Nicky Tams
9 pm; Free
Back from supporting The Housemartins into their regular Thursday night slot.

MON24NOV

NEW TOWN CONCERT
Queen's Hall
7.45 pm ; £2.50-£5.50 (cone avail)
sco
Queen's Hall
A renowned British pianist, Ber7.30 pn; £3.50-£9.50
nard Roberts, plays some of the
Tchaikovsky's Variations on a greatest works from the piano
Rococo Theme and Prokofiev's repertoire
THE SHRUBS
·much loved Peter and the Wolf.
THE LIGAMENT BLUB BROS
The Mission
9.30 pm
ROOTSIE TOOTSIE BAND
Make of them what you will.
Preservation Hall
SUZANNE VEGA
9pm ; Free
Usher Hail
CATBURGERS
7.30 pm; SOLD OUT
Clowns

FR I 2 1 NOV

9 pm ; Free
SNO
Usher Hall
7.30 pm ; £2-£8.50
Still celebrating the 100th anniversary of Liszt's death but throwing
in some music by Mozart and Bartok among others.
ORGAN RECITAL
McEwan Hall
1.10pm; Free
John Keys (apt name!) plays
Bach's Allein Gott in der Hoh and a
Xmas piece by Dupre.

SAT

22

TUES 25 NOV
ALICE COOPER
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £7.50, £8.50
The Big Bad Guy who shocked the
'70s rock world is making atriumphant comeback.
ABERDEEN TRIO
Reid Concert Hall
1.10pm; Free
Violin, cello and piano
THE PERISTALSIS BROTHERS
Boston Bean Co.
9 -pm_;_Fr_ee_ _ _ __

N0 V -
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Usher Hall
7.30 pm; £5, £6
Wonderful music from the Andes.
BILLY JONES
Chambers St
Pop/folk.
BLUES BROTHERS
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
EDINBURGH BACH CHOIR
Queen's Hall .
7.45 pm ; £2
The Bach Choir sing Haydn - St
Cecilia Mass-and Handel-Ode
for St Cecilia's Day. That makes
sense. doesn't it?

THE PERISTALSIS BROTHER.>
Boston Bean Co.
9 pm ; Free
DANISH RADIO SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Usher Hall
7.30 pm ; £1.75-£3
All Danish music
FLAMENCO GUITAR RECITAL
Dundonald House
8.30pm; £2
Frederico Tridy is the guest
ALICE COOPER
Playhouse
See Tuesday 25

N 0

Fllb.MHOUSIE
PATRON: BELL'S SCOTCH WHISKY

88 LOTHIAN ROAD

Cinema 1
Thurs 20th 7 pm
Special Guest Appearance MICHAEL POWELL

WED26NOV

GONE TO EARTH

MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10 pnm
Rev. David Beckett: "Rachel Strong-Minded Shepherdess ".

Fri 21-Wed 26 8.30 pm
Fri 21 , Sat 22 6 pm

TROUBLE IN MIND
Sat 22 Late Night 11 pm

MAD MAX 3

+ REPO MAN

Mon 24-Wed 26 6 pm

CELLAR BAR DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm

l'liirfeelings known to all and

~n many important subjects

LADIES VOLLEYBALL
Pleasance Sports Hall
12.30-3.30 pm

NOV

LADIES 5-A~SIDE
Pleasance Sports Hall
3.30-5 pm
Show them how its really done!
SUPERTROG DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm
Cancel Sunday morning it
should be an excellent night in
store: vital statistics: 9-10 Happy
Hour; Billy Jones live.

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Chaplaincy Centre
7.30 pm
"Sacraments": topics this week.

CAL
Cinema2
Thurs 206.15 and 8.15 pm

TUKUMA
Fri 21 and Sat 22 5.45 and 8.15 pm

GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
8pm

A ZED AND TWO ZEROS
Sun 23 5.45 and 8.15 pm

HUNGER
Mon 24 5.45 and 8.15 pm

XALA
PHOTOMANIA
An open student photographic
exhibition is being held in the first .
week of December at the Department of Architecture. Send your
favourite photos in: clsoing date is
Friday the 28th. Check out the Arts
page for further details.

Tues 25 5.'45 and 8.15 pm

MEETING WITH REMARKABLE MEN
Wed 26 5.45 and 8.15 pm

JOHNNY LARSEN

v

IO STVDENT. '•Thursday 20th Nove.dlbet,J.986
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Play on Words

Picture P.ostcard
of a we-dding
sco

CLASSICAL

Queen 's Hall; 13 November
The
Scottish
Chamber
Orchestra continued their Comders if a better name for this piece
poser Conducts season with Pete r
would not have been
Maxwell Davis conducting his
an
Oklahoma Wedding.
recent work An Orkney WedOnly when we reached the "fid
ding, with Sunrise. Davis is a
die " solo near the end of the wo k
Mancunian who has become well
did the rhythms and melod·r1es
known for his residence on
start to sound remotely Scot
Orkney, a residence which has
Even here, however, Davi:;
been a great influence on his
understanding of Scots fol k is on!
work. Wedding is an example of
of the most superficial kind; an~
this influence a nd is described by
whilst John Tunnel is an able vio.
l he composer as "a picture postlinist who played well , he "canna
card record of an actual wedding I
birrel". Almost inevi tably the
attended on Hoy",
piece e nds with a burst of the bag.
The work begins with a flurry of
pipes (symbolising the sunrise)
chords symbolising a storm which
playing over an orhcestral accom.
resolves into a pleasant procespaniment. The effect of this isn't
One of the most lavish Bedlam shows ever.
Photo: Oliver Lim
sional, strongly reminiscent of
too
dissimilar
from
Paul
Grieg, as the guests are received
McCartney's Mull of Kintyre and
TRANSLATIONS
by the bridal party, After this the
though not quite as dreadful as it
orchestra launches into what is
Bedlam; 22nd and 28th Nov
might have been it teeters on the
very edge of kitsch . Overall then
This Saturday sees the opening at the Bedlam Theatre ofEUTC's production of Translations, a major work supposed to be a wild set of reels
this work is no more a musical
by Brian Friel, generally acclaimed as one of Ireland's greatest living playwrights. First performed in Derry by the band. Unfortunately the
of
music
sounds
closer
to
that
portrayal of an Qrkney weddin~
in 1980, it soon moved to the National Theatre, where the Times Educational Supplement proclaimed it "a
than Bngadoon ,is an exploration
masterpiece", and Irving WardJe wrote in The Times: " •.• a quiet precise subject that voices the tragedy of American sq uare-dancing than
of
Scottish
folk,
and
owes
so
that
of rural life in the Highlands.
this country. I have never been more certain of witnessing the premiere ofa national classic." This will be only
much
more
to
Aaron
Copeland
the second time the play has been performed in Scotland, and a first opportunity for the Edinburgh public ·
Scott C. Styles
than to Neil Gow that one wonto see just what all the fuss was about.
Venus and Mars carried masks
Set in the Gaelic-speaking Donegal village of Baile Beag in 1833, the play examines the damage done to
SECULAR MASQUE
native Irish cuJture by the machinations of British colonial bureaucracy in the shape of a party of Royal
of Mrs Thatcher a nd President
Reagan respectively, and some of
Engineers carrying out the first Ordnance Survey. Their task is to translate the Irish place names into
St Cecilia's Hall; 15th Nov
English, but by doing so they rob them of their identity. It is a political play, but it doesn't preach, and the
thei.r lines immediately developed
It is tempting to describe Dryinhabitants of the village and their differing reactions to the events going on around them are presented with '
a nch double meaning. Venus
den's Secular Masque as an 18th
a good deal of ingratiating humour and breathtaking flashes of quite memorable poetry.
looked back to the days "when
Spitting
Image,
century
version
of
In production terms, it's one of the Bedlam's biggest-ever undertakings with a cast of ten and substantial
our age was in its prime, free from
but
the
comparison
does
not
numbers involved in putting together the splendid costumes and impressive set, which beautifully recreates
rage and free from crime" , creat·
really work. In the masque, the
an old village barn-cum-schoolroom. A cast which brings together students for the young parts and well-cast
ing images of Douglas Hurd with a
gods
complain
about
the
state
of
"real people" for the more mature characters, is directed by ConaJI Morrison, whose last production, Sticks
rhyming diction ary, The other
and Stones, proved a Fringe success earlier this summer.
Trevor Johnston
Mark Halliday-Smith (the only
THREE LUNCHTIME
camp yet refreshingly uncliched
gay acting I have ever seen). The
PLAYS
setting was contemporary and
Bedlam ; 12 November
again the subject matter vital and
In contrast to last week's suc- yet so casually handled as to amusingly worrying . It reached its
cess, this lunchtime trio was a let- become ineffective and even bor- climax in an eye-opening crucifixing. The only time that the acting
down.
ion scene, though not of Christ
Kenni , with his "The Amabas- reached an acceptable level was since "I cannot crucify myself for
sixth-form
school
during
the
sador's Under Secretary's First
men for they have crucified themSecretary's Second Secretary's scene, where there were some selves" , ending with a moving and
brilliantly
delivered
one-liners
Secretary", although at times
highly evocative speech from the
incoherent. was witty, original characterised perfectly into a rec- dead Rowan Somerville.
ognisable
adolescent
tone
,
along
and , more importantly, polished.
The seats were full and the
The cast of "Far Fetched with the entrance of "an atmosphere was originally one of
Fables", however , was unconfi- embodied thought".
expectancy, yet after a run of
dent and unconvincing. The subexcellent and professional lunject matter was relevant and
"Passion" , too, was somewhat chtimes this was definitely a disapinteresting, "the pursuit of know- disjointed, although there was a pointment.
ledge and power will never end", superb portrayal of the Queen by
Rebecca Palmer

DRAMA

REQUEST PROGRAMME
Traverse; I 1th-16th Nov
Req uest Programme is the sad,
· lone)y life of a middle-aged
woman . Eileen Nicholas is sensitive in this role , recreating vividly .
the claustrophobic, suffocating
atmosphere of her life, as the
tedium of her nights draws the
play to its in exorable conclusion.
This hour-long play begins
almost as a satire upon her
stereotypical neat little life, and
develops into a tragedy as she

POETRY
EDWIN MORGAN
Chambers Street; 17th Nov
On Monday, Edwin Morgan
spoke to the Poetry Society. One
of his main concerns is with the
famou s - the famolls of the fictional and real world. But it is the
famous , who are the victims, or
have been rejected by society.
Ia the ~Death of Marily11 Monroe" (written in response to society's "offhand response to her

slowly realises that she is utterly
alone.
She is obsessively tidy - and
much of the comedy is derived
here. She divides her life into
co m~artm ents for eating,
washing or weaving a rug , and so
she fills her evenings with petty
tasks. We can see how she
ritualises he r life , from the first
deliberatley smoked cigarette to
the setti ng out of the brea kfast
dishes for morning.
The sheer scale of her loneliJ
ness is signified by the bold silence

in which the play is performed , for
there.is no dialogue. This' oppressive sile~ce is broken only by the
mane wJttermgs of the request
programme of the title , whose
songs tell of a life that she cannot
hope to lead, for there is no love
laughter o r company in her littl~ ·.
room. All she has is herself and
her ritualised perfection; indeed
the audience never learns the
character's
name
to
thus
dehum anise her further.

death "), he portrays her · as the
victim , and shows again how society alienates and destroys its famous:
"What innocence, whose guilt ?
What eyes. Whose breast?
Crumpled orphan , nuptial
bed."
Morgan also writes about the men
who never became famous
because they were never given a
chance. In "Little Boy Blue" (in~prred by Norman MacCaig's
Llltk boy blue") he laughs sympathetically with his character
who. 1s both heroic and antihero1c.

straightened his sky blue tie, he
was ,the son of sky and sea, five
feet high with wings furl ed ,"
Morgan 's sympathies with
human kind , its need for identity,
and sense of belonging, is also
see.n in his science fiction poetry,
which he "grew up on". He
depicts his science fiction in
poetry , not only because it is
innovative but also because it is
more personal..

" Mirror caught him as he

Loretta Bresciani

Morgan
is essentially a
humanist , portraying compassion
for mankind , as well as being concerned with man's need to belong
somewhere and to something.
Ceri Williams

Mars as a famous Iranian arms dealer.
the world and Diana, the Huntress, Mars and Venus al! try (unsuccessfully) to avoid blame. Dryden used these gods to represent
allegorically the courts of J ames I,
famous for its interest in sports,
Charles I, plagued by civil war,
and Charles II , renowned for sexual licence. The political meaning
is obv~o.us but it is too oblique to
be satmcal. This production succeeded by relating the masque to
the. contemporary world, while
resisting the temptation to indulge
crude satire.

Photo: Oliver Lim

gods were identified with types
(Venus was a filmstar) rather than
characters. Although equally
suggestive, this seemed incons1s·
tent.
Nicholas Jones, as Mars, stood
out among a strong cast. He sung
with a deep , rich voice and ad1111r·
ably -clear diction , unlike Irene
Drummond as Venus, whOse
words were barely distinguisha·
ble.
Andrew Sparrow

Baxter. There will ~ fi~'.
categories of entry: portnut, lall
scape, abstract, still-life and asiz
cial self-developed categorY· tbt
entries should be handed into ,.,
.
hi......u..
There will be an open student reception
at the Arc ..,.,. 'ti•
photographic exhibition frdm the Department (with camera s~
1st-6th December at the Depart- cations if known) by Friday rJl1"
ment of Architecture, 20 Cham- November. For further info
' bers Street, to be judged by Colin lion call 343 2896 or 225 3178·

Pho~
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Surviving from
anoth~r age

OPERA
tf
RM~E~N.:...-~~~~~
~heatre;
Il\h and 14th November
1=he""scottish Opera's production of Carmen demonstrates the
roblems involve~ m ~tagmg
P rain the 1980s: mnovattve sets
0
~ lighting effects are · not
· ·
an
enough;
t he smgmg
mus t b e _o f
exceptional quahty_ and good smers cost, and the mcreasm_g actg g demands placed on the smgers
10
an attempt to popularise and
10
ake more accessible the art form
mre often not met wit. h a compara~le degree of acting ability .
It is the visual impact that most
trikes and moves; the traditional Raw energy - Don Jose stabs his lover Carmen.
~ackdrop of rolling hills and
q·iaint haciendas is replaced by a lover, pleads with her to love him loves. She sings with great cons<'ark black stage against which the again, they sit side by side on the trol , bracing the tendency in many
figures are sharply silhouetted by · floor , singing to the stalls, not to other singers to allow the power of
strong spotlights and dim overall each other.
the gipsy songs to dominate the
lighting. The set is minimal : the
The production also sets Car- voice. Her voice is enchanting,
opera opens with a simple square men apart: we see her first as a clear and resonant, full like a
of chairs right round the stage; the figure alone, sitting against a wall chime, but perhaps because of the
characters slowly gather and sit to that revolves around to reveal
unusually slow pace of the music,
enact the story; giving the sense of her, bathed in a square halo of there is always a tendency to flata ritual , the purging away of the light. It is here that the direction
ness.
absolute and therefore dangerous and design excel, in a use of moveWhat was most memorable
liberty that Carmen and the gip- ment and set as symbol. In the were the ensembles where chilsies represent. The soldiets who camp scene in the mountains , the dren and adults joined together to
sing the opening chorus, sitting rocks are represented as crouched rouse with music and gesture. At
with their backs to us, turn and moving figures covered over with the end of the tavern scene what
address the audience directly .
blankets suggesting the human seemed like the whole cast move
As the opera progresses the energy of the mountains , a similar forward 5Jowly in a human
performers do not relate to one . kind of raw danger that poses such pyramid to envelop Don Jose
another but narrate the events a threat of anarchy in the form of physically and emotionally in the
almost as representatives of their gipsy law.
life of the gipsies. They provide a
character , reporting a tale to
Emily Golden , who has already much needed complement to the
which they know the outcome. played Carmen in the greatly otherwise almost over-controlled,
Therefore they move almost acclaimed Peter Brooke produc- almost
detached
minimalist
always parallel to the audience , tion , created a witch-like and ser- instinct that characterises the pereven in the most intimate pentine Carmen, hiding her emo- formance .
moments: as Don Jose , Carmen 's tions , making us doubt that she

Niiiffl'RIDER
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House of the Dead. It has also
attempted to break down the misconceptions and myths that
envelop opera: its image of difficulty and elitism, of being a heavy
style of art only for the initiated.
One of the means by which they
. "The problem is it's a survival
try to do this is with a venture calfrom another age .. . I don't think
led "Opera-go-Round", which is
opera bas ever paid for itself com- highly successful and tours twice a
mercially." In its 25th year of exis- year in small venues: theatres ,
tence , Scottish Opera has come church halls, gymnasiums , with a
far to promote music theatre in
small cast of singers, a piano and a
Scotland, but the two problems complete setting and stage lighttouched on above, the inaccessi- ing.
bility of much of opera due to its
Over the past 25 years , the
deep-rooted traditions in the past
scope of Scottish Opera has wideand the high expense involved in
ned from every point of view.
producing it sill linger and create ·-· From a catchment area for singers
problems.
that originally involved almost
The amount of subsidising that
exclusively Scotland (the first ever
the company requires (63% of its
Scottish Opera chorus was an
revenue comes from the Scottish
amalgam of the best talent from
Arts Council, only 18.5% from
the west coast amateur groups),
box office) makes it a very vulnerthe company now recruits from
able target for cuts and changes in
the
international
field
subsidising policy. As Paul
America , Canada, even artists
Maloney, staffing editor of the
from the Soviet Union. This has
company, states: " ... if you have
given rise to greater risks and
an under-funded arts area as is
experimentation with the design
Scotland's drama situation, then
and direction which have often
Scottish Opera has a very high
elicited great criticism from Scotprofile, because there doesn't
tish opera-goers, particularly of
seem to be a parallel funded Scottraditional and popular operas
tish theatre company, and that
like Mozart's Don Giovanni promakes Scottish Opera all the more
duced recentty by Graham Vick.
a target. "
The new music director, John
However, the artistic direction
Mauceri, a New Yorker who will
has stuck firm to its original printake over from Alexander Gibson
ciples of incorporating wellin August , will ensure that this
known favourites (Carmen and dynamic, controversial vein will
Madame Butterfly in the 1986n continue, as in the past he has
season) with new productions and
proved to be equally happy in the
operas often entirely new to Scot- field of musical as ia that of conland , as is Janacek 's From the ventional opera.

The first Scottish Opera
chorus was a group of
talented amateurs. Virginia
Stillwater traces the growth
of Scottish Opera over the last
25 years.

Travel to Londo~ on the Nightrider train overnight from
Scotland and relax in air-conditioned comfort. Enjoy a
drink and a snack on ~he journey as you sit back in your
First Class reserved seat. From just £19.
Ask for a leaflet giving full details from British Rail stations
or rail appointed travel agents.
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An Unmarried Man
THE GOOD FATHER

Anthony Hopkins plays Dad in 'The Good Father'.

BIG TROUBLE IN
LITTLE CHINA
ODEON
Dir: John carpenter
Well, you won't catch me in
Chinatown. No way. Look, this
innocent guy goes to meet his
girlfriend at the airport, and suddenly she's been kidnapped by
three thugs with leather and rice·nails. He chases them into
Chinatown and next thing you
know he's in the middle of a street
light with machine-guns, knives
and so on. Now I could handle
that. I've seen Year of the Dragon.
But then the shit really hits .
Suddenly , the sky sort of goes
green and boils , and there's Jots of
lightning and these guys appear
from the sky and blow everybody
away just by looking at them.
Scary. In no time at all our hero is
slugging it out with 2000-year-old
wizards , hanging over the edge of
bottomless wells , being halfdrowned in an elevator and all
that kinda crap. Sounds pretty
dodgy place to me. I think I'll stick
to jay-waling on the M9.
This is a very stupid film. The
press release describes it , and I
quote , as a " mystical actionadventure - comedy - kung - fu
monster - ghost -story". Mix Hong
Kong Fooey, Scooby Doo and
Ghostbusters, throw in a macho ,
stubble-brained hunk and a few
episodes of The Water Margin and
Monkey, take out all the jokes

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
Where else can you enjoy fabulous
hot and cold meals from
12 noon-9 p.m.
Also try our Sunday Lunches from
12.30-2 p.m.

Look out for our-Golden Oldies
Night every Tuesday and our
Sunday Night Disco
absolutely free
OPEN 11 am to 1 am

S556-6165S

and substitute explosions, and
you' re getting somewhere close to
the awesome product that is Big
Trouble in Little China.
John Carpenter is one of the alltoo-common phenomena in the
movie industry where talent goes
in inverse.. proportion to budget.
His debut was Dark Star, one of
the finest sci-fi junk pieces ever
made , and a constant delight,
made on no budget whatsoever.
Next came Assault on Precinct 13,
a taut and violent thriller. Halloween and Escape from New York
followed. Since then downhill. A
Jot of money has been spent on
Big Trouble. It has been tragically
wasted.
Kurt Russell pl ays the hero ,
square-chinned and bemuscled
Jack Burton, brain of an elm tree
and charm of a cervical smear. He

BLOOD RED ROSES
PREVIEW TIME •..

one that leads us on to his confes.
sion that it was his adored son that
he could not live with , and not his
wife. It's an original and disturb.
ing look at parenthood within the
context of domestic balance.

CAMEO
Dir: Mike Newell
The distinctive style of director
Mike Newell, whose last film was
the brilliant Dance With A
Hopkins excels as Bill Hooper
Stranger, is quite clear in this He portrays menacingly Hooper';
intelligent film.
sudden hurt and anger and yet is
His direction is atmospheric able to move , through his pain
and articulate, although he comes with a versatility that is unusual'.
perilously close in his subtle use of Tim Broadbent, who I last saw as
imagery to overstepping the nar- the head of his own "telephone
row line between articulation and deoderising company" in Victoria
repetitiveness.
Woods' A Day in the Life of a
Anthony Hopkins plays Bill Very Ordinary Man , steps away
Hooper, a former staunch suppor- from his excellent comedy perte'r of the women 's movement , sona to be convincing and endearwho has been badly hurt by the ing as Roger, and Simon Callow is
split from his wife and son. very effective as the obnoxious
Hooper meets Roger (Tim Broad- lawyer.
bent) who turns out to be in the
The last shot in the film is of
same situation, the two become
friends , and when Roger's wife Hooper sitting alone in a deckannounces her intention of taking chair in his little fenced-off garden
their son with her to Australia to in Clapham. It was bleak, ]
set up with her lesbian lover, Bill, thought , but in that sense,
urges Roger to drastic and perhaps , reflective of the depresunscrupulous action. Well , they sing view of relationships that
win and out of the victory , or at seems to run through both Dance
least the contest , seems to come a With A Stranger and The Good
more reasonable understanding Father (though to a lesser extent).
This is an interesting and poignant
between both separated couples .
As I said though , it is an intelli- film that provokes a lot of
gent film and nothing is put for- thought, and leaves a lasting
ward in black and white . All impression.
through the film we see glimpses
of Hooper's subconscious, and he The Good Father starts at the
is always haunted by the same Cam~o this Friday.
dream - of suffocating his son
with cellophane as he fights to be
Tom Bradby
free . It's a horrifying image , and

Last Wednesday the Filmhouse
staged a preview of Blood Red
Roses, soon to be a major telev~
sion serial in three parts. Linda
Kerr was there to see what Scottish
producer John McGrath had come
up with.
Blood red roses was t h e • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -..
nickname of the redcoat soldiers
who fought and won at Waterloo.
Bessie McGuigan fought and won
against the multi-national who
wanted to close down the factory
wo people have yet to collect their double Bring On The Night LPswhere she was shop steward.
inners of our last competition. They are John Gillespie and James D.
Although the speech in which this
hitelaw.
parallel is drawn has been cut in
the transformation from 7:84
eanwhile, we've got another offer you can 't refuse . Answer the
stage play to film , the basic message is there . The nature of con- ollowing question and you could become as macho as Kurt Russell in
ig Trouble in Little China when you win a racy Big Trouble tank top,
flict has changed. As the heroism
of the redcoats is defunct in this omplete with a double guest ticket.
nuclear age, the women workers
who struggle agai nst the vast,
are
faceless
multi-national
ame two other John Carpenter movies which Kurt
doomed ultimately to failure .
ussell starred in?
Bessie, played by Louise Beattie while young and by Elizabeth
Maclennan, is based on an East
Kilbride woman who fought
against injustice in her factory and
nly five prizes are available, so answers, names and addresses to the
eventually lost her job, marriage tudent offices , 48 Pleasance, in double time, and no later than
and respect of her workmates
onday.
when the factory was eventually

coversyears
the life
shut
down. The
of a woman
fromfilm
teenage
to
belated motherhood like a social
history , concentrating on one
strike. Of the two actresse;;, BeatBig chin, big gun, no brain.
tie holds our sympathy and
has a Chinese sidekick , Wang interest. The changeover isn't
Chi , with whose girlfriend we are convincing , one feels less symconcerned , and a wizened and all- pathy for the older Bessie and
knowing helper Egg Shen , driver Maclennan 's harsh , slow voice is
for Egg Foo Yung tours (if I was someti!11es tiresome. Generally ,
Chinese I'd firebomb the cinema her performance is very fine , and
for that alone) and part-time Gregor Fisher is excellent as he
wizard. On the other side is Lo trade unionist husband .
If the film occasionally sounds
Pan , an antique villain, encursed
through centuries and needing like a left-wing public information
Wang's girl to become whole . He· exercise on the evils of employers,
has assembled warriors and perhaps it is because we have
monsters from all over, and the grown uncomfortable with the
stage is set for Jots of mysticism , idea of fighting for rights to and in
kung-fu fighting , explosions, work . Striking is outdated.
jumping around and every damn McGuigan fights instinctively,
thing else you'd expect.
and says that no one set of people
Big Trouble in Lillie China is a have the right to deprive another
catal.ogue of stunts, effects, ·set of people of the opportunity to
cliches and dumb blondes totally make whatever they have of their
unrelieved by the slightest shred lives into something full , rich and
of intelligence or wit. Ladies and· beautiful. But how?
gentlemen , this is a truly awful
film. It will probably play till Feb- Blood· Red Roses is a Channel 4
production.
ruary . I give up .
Yossi
Linda Kerr

'Big' Competition ...
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Broken Heart of England
After a publicity campaign of massive proportions and cost, Birmingham's bid to
stage the 1992 Olympic Games ended in sad failure. Colin Hancock spoke to Jim
Sadler, Special Projects Organiser of the Birmingham Olympic Office, recently about
the bid and the hopes for the future.
-when Birmingham announced
its decision to compete agamst
uindon and Manchester for the
British Olympic Committe~'s
nomination, few outside the city
ave it a chance. When m July
9g5, the British Olympic Committee voted London 2, Manchester 5 Birmingham 18, there were
still ~any who j?ked about the
Birmingham tourist trade.
But over the following 15
months, the bid continued to grow
in credibility. Feature wnters,
documentary makers and , most
importantly, members of the
International Olympic Committee, came to the city, looked
around , and declared themselves
very im pressed . As the crucial
JOC vote drew nearer, press hype
fanned the city's hopes. Birmingham believed it could, against all
the odds , pull it off.
Their hopes were to be cruelly
shattered . Knocked out in the second round of voti ng , with just
eight votes, Birmingham was
again having to justify itself, not
to IOC members but to domestic
commentators . Many suggested
that the city had simply been out
of its depth all along. It was a
point I put to Jim ~ad l er . _ .
"No, not at all. O ur btd was
generally acknowledged to have
been technically a street ahead of
anyone else's. It was the best as
far as providing what the Olympic
Charter aspires to."
So what had tipped the scales
towards Barcelona? Was it the
amount of money the Spaniards
had spent on promoting their bid?
"! haven't yet talked to Denis
[Howell , President of the Birmingham Olympic Committee] in this
context , but I sense that it didn't,
in all honesty , have an effect on
the bid . Of course, I can't say definitely not , because of the secret
ballot. "
Instead , Jim Sadler highlights
the predominance of the Latin
lobby and the carefully co-ordinated Spanish campaign to attract
major sp9rting events as the two
crucial factors, pointing out that
between 1982 and 1992 Spain will
have staged virtually every major
sporting event , including the
World Cup.
As far as the Latin influence
was concerned, there was a very
strong feeling within the Birmingham Olympic Office that its
power had been underestimated.
Ian Mackenzie, another senior
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member of the Birmingham team ,
Pu.~ 1t down to political naivety.
We got carried away, conned.
I.don't know if the elected politicians over the road knew what was
going on - they must have done
- but if they did they didn't tell
us. The IOC members were
charming. They all said 'Yeah,
Yeah , we'll vote for you' - and
then they didn 't. "
th I suggested to Mr Sadler that
he bid had been handicapped by
t ree domestic areas: lack of support from financial insti<utions ·
inferior support from the Govern'.
11lent; and the problems surround-

ing the Commonwealth Games .
"To be fair to the (financial)
City , we only had a short time , so
perhaps we did not make as determined an approach as we should
have done, but it's true we didn 't
get much response ." Moving on to
the Government , if anything Birmingham viewed it almost as a

suggested, contrasts sharply with
the attitude of the present , and
many previous governments
towards sport. Mr Sadler agreed.
"I don 't know if you saw the
article by Seb Coe, but he was arging very strongly that Britain must
make an effort to get back into the
decision-making groups in international sport, where we were 15
to 20 years ago .
"Walter Winterbottom , too ,
has stressed the importance of not
losing our position but -it's hard

ity vehicle, and bringing trade to
the region, there would have been
18,000 man years of work
involved directly with the staging
of the 1992 Games."
So now that the bid has failed , I
wondered, had the whole exercise
given Binningham anything more
than a brief flash of publicity?

Bearing in mind the trade
implications of this, it seems difficult to explain the present Government's attitude. Mr Sadler
puts it down simply to not taking
sport seriously enough
"The Government does not yet
take sport as seriously as the
British people do. There is a
strong lobby for the arts amongst
the higher echelons of the Civil
Service: a similar lobby does not
exist for sport. For example, the
Arts Council grant for 1985/6 was
around £125m ; the Sports Council got about £33m. Interestingly
enough, the reverse is the case in
local government , where around
£750m was spent on lelsun; and
recreation in 1984/5 (about ten
times that spent on the arts) . I
think both sets of figures are disproportionate. "
Something both the Arts and
Sports lobbies have in common is
a great difficulty in arguing for
greater resources from a Government trying to restrict public
expenditure, so, why should more
money be spent on sport?
"Young people learn as much
from play as from any other influ. ence. Later on , sport and recreation offers people the opportunity
to achieve individual success, and
to fail to make adequate provision
for this is to deny the physically
bright the opportunity to express
themselves. Also , sport has
enormous potential for fostering
social
contact.
For
the
unemployed, we should provide
sport and recreation facilities not
as an alternative but as a means of
maintaining this social contact
and preserving self-esteem."

The proposed super-stadium - will it ever see the light of day?
handicap:
" I don't think the lower profile
of our Government had any effect
on the bid. We didn't get any support from Africa or Asia , and we
feel the Government's position on
apartheid lost us votes. A higher
profile would have been harmful."
Commonwealth
And
the
Games? "We were not overimpressed in Edinburgh, and I
know many Commonwealth JOC
members weren't either, but the
games didn 't affect us , the IOC
members are too wise to have let
that influence their decision."
And that is where virtually all
discussions of the bid stop. For
most journalists and programmemakers, it is the international
political intrigue that fascinates :
But Birmingham did not disappear with its bid , and the
economic, social and political
contexts out of which the bid grew
still prevail. So I asked Mr Sadler
why did Birmingham decide to bid
in the first place?
"Over the past eight years , the
wealth base of the city has been
crumbling. It's based on heavy
industry , which is still shedding
jobs, and, like other large
authorities, Birmingham has
taken initiatives to attract new
types of industry. In par!icular,
the leisure industry had a lot to

offer."

1

But why try to attract the O lympic Games?
· "Two reasons, really . First , a
· belief in the social importance of
sport. We've been opening up
schools' facilities to the pubhc,
and so on , and we believe that the
provision should be comprehensive, covering all levels , bringing
events to the city is the most effective way of gaining attention and
trade, so it was common sense to
bid. Apart from it being a pu.blic-

"I'm absolutely convinced not to be political - this call is
we've put Birmingham on the being ignored by the Government
international map. We're now dis- and the Sports Council. We have
cussed in the same terms as the opted out of the international
other bidders. " Fair enough, but world by default."
Apart from anything else , this
was there anything more concrete
to show for it all? How about attitude is seen by Mr Sadler as
costing Britain dearly in cultural
facilities , for instance?
"Although existing facilities · terms. "We are losing our influhaven't been upgraded (except ence in the Third World. It is the
the skating centre at Wol- Germans and the French who are
verhampton, which was going to coaching on the world 's sports
be anyway), there are several new fields. For example , the Univerdevelopments . This morning, the sity of the West Indies asked BriPresident of the European Com- tain to staff and organise a school
mission is laying the foundation of physical education. Britain
stone at the new arena, which will refused, and instead the school
hold between eight and ten was set up by Cuba. Only the FA ,
thousand; the city hasn' t aban- in the Eastern col)ntries, has any
doned the idea of a new stadium at world influence."
the NEC; and it is almost certain
that the city will get a major new
swimming facility. "

Even as we spoke , the volumes
of promotional material, the
thousands of T-shirts, badges ,
key-rings and documents were
being packed into boxes and sent
down to the Council storerooms.
The Birmingham 1992 office was
closing that afternoon for the last
time , and two years of solid work
had come to an end. Yet Birmingham has .gained from all the
effort and the £1m it contributed
to the £2.3m cost of the campaign.
Apart from the facilities, it has
established itself as a centre for
world sport , and the time will
surely come when the rest of Britain will be grateful to Birmingham for re-entering the international sporting arena.

filmsoc·. ••

Nor has the Olympic challenge
been entirely abandoned. As Mr
Sadler analyses the situa.tion: "In
1996, a bid from Athens would be
very strong; it's not there for a
European city unless no one else
applies. There are rumours that
China might btd for the 20000lympics, and nobody in world '
sport would want to oppose them.
But Birmingham will bid again at
some time , and we haven 't completely given up the idea of 1996.
After all, remember the situation
after the Montreal Olympics,
when no one wanted to stage them
in 1984. "
Top of the list, though , are the
Commonwealth Games, and Mr
Sadler admits that there is "a very
strong chance" of a Birmingham
bid for 1994.
To co-ordinate all these bids ,
the Council is considering setting
up an international unit , specifically charged with bringing world
and international events to Bir- · 1
\!- __:.,..-.....
mingham. Such a commitment, I .....
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A right to education
A campaign to establish a scholarship for South African
students has recently been set up. Shaflnr Rahman, external
Secretary for the Scholarship co-ordinating the scheme,
explains the need for such a scheme.
A new campaign has been
launched to honour the memory
of two South African freedom .
fighters who were students of
Edinburgh University. Yusuf M.
Dadoo and Gangathura M.
Naicker both studied here in the
1920s and subsequently went on
to become very prominent figures
in the South African Congress,
South African Communist Party
and the African National Congress (ANC).
The campaign aims to establish
a scholarship at Edinburgh University - the Dadoo-Naicker
Scholarship - for South African
students politically associated
with the ANC or the South West
Africa People's Organisation
(SWAPO) of Namibia. The Coordinating Group comprises various
Edinburgh
University
societies including the Labour,
Liberal and Social Democratic
Clubs, Anti-Apartheid Society,
and en joys support from a broad
array of extra-mural organisations
(trade unions, Scottish Asian
Action Committee etc.) and individuals - Mark Lazarowicz, for
instance, leader of the Labour
Group , Edinburgh District Council, is a sponsor of the campaign.
The idea of awarding political
scholarships is not a novel one.
Strathclyde and Glasgow University both have Southern African
Scholarships - the Mandela and
Luthuli (former ANC President
and Nobel Peace Prize winner)

Scholarships, respectively. However, in Edinburgh, though a
Southern African Scholarship was
first established in the early 1970s,
only one student has been given
the opportunity to take advantage
of it. And in 1985 , the University
authorities decided to no longer
provide the basic requirement for
such scholarships - the waiving
of university fees.
Scholarships are offered in
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about 30 other British universities
in direct response to calls for
training schemes and scholarships
from the liberation movement:;
and South African trade unions.
The liberation movements point
out that educational discrimination is enshrined in the "Bantu
Education" policies of the apartheid regime. Hence only a tiny
fraction of the money spent on the
education of whites is available
for the education of the black
majority. The strategy throughout has been to retard the
development of blacks, to depress
their aspirations and to produce a
labour force to serve the social
needs of the white master. Aside
from these deficiencies, the
Nationalist Government bas for
several years now pursued an
aggressive campaign of repression
against black schoolchildren and

students, their organisations and burgh University. The .~ oppressed people was therefor
ordinating Group feel that 1t is. forged in action and sealed at the
their teachers.
incumbent upon the students of historic congress of the PeopJee
Scholarships, therefore, are an . this university to recognise and Kliptown , 1955. It was at !hi;
important contribution to the honour the acheivements of Drs Congress that Dadoo togethe
anti-apartheid struggle. They not Y. M. Dadoo and G. M. Naicker with Albert Luthuli and Bishio;
only politically condemn the apar- in order to maintain their anti- Trevor Huddleston was given the
theid regime but also add to the
highest award of the South Afriapartheid tradition.
wealth of skill that will be
Dadoo and Naicker were both can people: Isitwalandwe-Sea.
required for the national reconparankoe. In 1960, when the
struction
of
post-apartheid members of the South African white minority regime unleashed
Namibia and South Africa. That Indian community - the former the most vicious repression
the struggle for education goes from the Transvaal and the latter Dadoo went into e)!;i!e , and
hand in hand with the broader from Natal. Upon completing
Naicker came under banning
democratic struggle is borne out their courses , they returned to
orders. Dadoo became involved
by the recent formation of an South Africa and became
in organising the external mission
alliance between the National involved in several political
of the ANC, and in 1972 was
Education Crisis Committee organisations. At that time - the
(NECC), the United Democratic mid-thirties - the leadership of elected chairman of the South
African
Communist
Party.
Front and the Congress of South the Indian community were from
Na1cker, hampered by banning
African Trade Unions for the the mercantile class and were
orders and ill health , was effec"National Umty Against Apar- mildly reformist in outlook. But
theid" campaign. In the words of the level of political consciousness tively removed from the political
arena until 1977, when he headed
an executive member of the was increasing- probably reflecNECC: "The struggle for people's tive of worldwide progressive the Anti-South African Indian
Council Campaign.
education can only finally be·won movements occurring and also the
Their contribution to promotwhen we have won the struggle for strong influence the antiing the unity of the peoples and
people's power. "
their lifelong fight against apartheid earned them worldwide
acclaim and honour. It is the
The Dadoo-Naiker Scholarship
intention of the campaign to bring
Co-ordinating Group is confident
to the attention of Edinburgh
that Edinburgh students will supUniversity students and the wider
port the establishment of such a
community the ideals to which
scholarship. Its first objective is to
Dadoo and Naicker dedicated
reverse the University's decision
themselves.
to end the fee-waiver. This it will
seek to do , firstly , through a
motion at the Edinburgh University Students' Association Annual imperialist campaigns in India .
General Meeting on 24th Dadoo and Naicker were able to
November 1986. In the past the supplant the leadership, in TransBOUGHT AND SOLD
EUSA AGM has adopted resolu- vaal and Natal respectively , and
CASH PAID
tions calling for the twinning of transform the Indian Congresses
the University with the ANC into militant mass organisations.
school in Tanzania and the renam- The great successes of the Passive
TILL'S BOOKSHOP
ing of the Student Cente to Man- Resistance Campaign of 1946, the
dela Centre: In ihe case of this Defiance Campaign of 1952
I Hope Park Crescent
(Buccleucb Street)
scholarship there is an additional strengthened their base and they
dimension - the fact that both became renowned throughout the
6670895
individuals were here at Edin- country. Unity between the
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Rise to the top
GROUP

fact:

TSB's much publicised flotation has taken
place at last. For the media it's all over.
For the graduate it's just beginning.
The flotation will raise £1.3 billion. This
money will be used to develop the Group's
activities further - creating new and
challenging career opportunities.
TSB is already a major force in the banking
and financial services sector, with interests in
life assurance, unit trusts, car rental, leasing
and vehicle distribution businesses.

'THE TSB GROUP
FLOTATION WAS THE
BIGGEST EVER PRIVATE
SHARE ISSUE:

Offering training, friendly management and
excellent career development, TSB always
was a good organisation to join. Now it's
even better. This year we have vacancies in
sales, computing, accountancy, actuarial
work, strate~ic planning and marketing - as
well as bankmg. Your careers office will have
copies of our current graduate recruitment
brochure and our video. There's never been a
better time to join TSB.

~
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In brief
Badminton

The timing of this article is
somewhat unfortunate. The
University men's team had a
resounding defeat inflicted on
it by snooker and squash,
partly due to the betrayal of
our former number one,
Revin McKay.
. Not content with failing to pass
his resits. and therebv takinE! the

year out to indulge in his favourite
pastime, riding, he won at number
two. His victory over. fellow
Glaswegian 'A' was drawn out by
'A's dogged play, but the result
was sadly inevitable. At number
one, Rick Ford was quick off the
mark, and is believed to be running somewhere at this moment.
If in doubt , look for him in the
weights room or doing circuits.

Applications are invited for
the post of

Student Manager
to be responsible for the promotion, circulation
and distribution of the paper; the gaining
of advertising; and the general
financial position of Student.

Applications should be addressed to
The Convener, EUSPB, 48 Pleasance,
by 28th November 1986.

Seven members of the club took
part in the Carlton Lothian Tournament at Meadowbank between
3rd and 7th November with considerable success. Grant Nairn, a
self-confessed "super-hero", won
the gent's singles and later carried
his ageing, or should I say experienced, partner, James More, to
further success in the gent's doubles. A touching note on which to
conclude: Grant's greatest fan
travelled all the way from Glasgow
to watch him play.

Numbers 3 and 4 (the tall blond
ugly one and the short dark handsome one) both lost 3-0. However, the even uglier dark one had
a very good result at number 5,
beating the local equivalent of
Billy Conno lly (look-wise, not
wit-wise) 3-2. An end result of 173 will not be repeated.
The girls' team is winning! Having received coaching fro m the
blokes, a sure recipe for fai lure,
they had a narrow victory , to fpllow up their successes in the interuniversities' competition the
weekend before. Their reward ls a
match against ... our own second
team.
The blokes' second team has
been lauding it over their opponents. After 59 successive victories , Marcos 1 met 'their match
at the hands of Messrs Blower,
Lash, Jenkins , Bell and Dickson.
The famous five are keen to take
on the none too illustrious first
team. However, due to fear of
defeat (they said they didn't want
to dent the seconds' confidence
too much) , the firsts have so far .
declined. The only sure result
would be a boost to the finals of
the Southsider. In fact that is
about the only sure thi_ng that can
be predicted about the club. Next
week we'll win (my nose is growing).
Paul Jeffrey

.
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Judo Club
Last year's Scottish interuniversity judo league made
pretty depressing reading for
the men's team, with a casualty list somewhat reminiscent of a bad day on the Western Front.
Fortunately, the ladies' team
resisted the urge to join us . This
year , however , things are looking
somewhat rosier with both teams
securing some creditable victories. This last weekend was the
fourth week of the league championship With Edinburgh University playing host to Dundee,.
Strathclyde and Heriot-Watt Universities.
While the ladies' team duly
overcame all their opponents, the
men's team secured their second

victory of the season over Dundee
and their third , and this time unofficial , victory over Strathclyde.
Unfortunately, Heriot-Watt University, last year's champions, felt
it their duty to stop us getting
over-confident. The season as a
whole so far has seen the ladies'
team successful against almost
everybody except Glasgow University, while the men 's team is
presently placed fairly safely in
the middle of the league with past
victories over not only Dundee
and Strathclyde but also over St
Andrews and Stirling Universities
With two more weeks to go and
with only three matches relevant
to the league left, it is doubtful as
to whether either team's position
will change tJlat much. This may
not win us the league this year, but
it certainly represents a sizeable
step in the right direction.
HughMorg•

~Hara
The old adage that there's
more to sport than winning
certainly held true when the
shinty team travelled to St
Andrews on Saturday. The
first requirement is a full
team and anyone who didn't .
turn up on Saturday be
warned - the boys will be
round next week.

changed gear - into reverse I'd
say, from the way they played
Certainly Grandad Samuels slot:
ted away a perfect goal from th
centre forward position but apa~
from that the team may as wen
have built sandcastles for all the
effect o f their shots . All this when
St Andrews weren't even in the
game.
In the second half, the Edin-

St Andrews 0;
After a magical mystery tour
round Edinburgh in search of
players, a full coach eventually set
off. As it made its way through the
Fife countryside , it was only with
a well-placed Scotsman that
charges of gross indecency were
avoided since the team had to
change on board , having been
kept so late.

Wyatt nets another while Loughlin sights Pope on top of Arthur's Seat.

Other university hockey
sides come to Peffermill with
the same feelings of fear and
vulnerability which football
sides take to Antield. For
Edinburgh, like Liverpool,
are the team everybody
expects to win and everybody
wants to beat. On Saturday
and Sunday at Peffermill, the
University 1st XI hosted the
Scottish Universities Tournament, knowing full well that
anything other than a comfortable win would be looked
upon by the other jealous,
vermin-like teams as a failure.
Of course, the cup , like Lilburne himself, is a great leveller
and this was coupled with the possible danger that during the
course of the weekend Edinburgh
would find it difficu lt to muster
the motivation to drop from the
top half of Division 2 to compete
agai nst teams from the darkest ,
dustiest comer of Scottish hoc-

key. This was certainly the case
with Saturday's group games
against Heriot-Watt , Dundee and
Glasgow.
Havi ng qualified for the semifinal , Edinburgh found themselves facing Aberdeen on Sunday , a team which soon displayed
it had even less brains than it had
hair. If the University did not put
in too much effort the day before,
they dropped down another gear
against Aberdeen and still found
themselves two goals up at halftime. Then something quite
ext raordinary took place . The
Edinburgh side found itself,
somewhat embrrassingly, being
presented with the trophy for the
tournament when there was still
35 minutes of the semi-final
remaining. Once the prophet was
advised that no matter how wise
his vision was it would be unfair
on the other teams not to play the
tournament out, Edinburgh went
back to sleep in the second half,
managing another couple before
the final whistle.
The final itself was a local

Work

At St Ar.drews there was a gentle breeze and though the sunny
day gave way to cloud later , it
derby , against the Poly down the remained warm. It may well have
road , Heriot-Watt. The fact that been cumulus nimbus cloud , but
the press and a substantial support I'm not sure. li you thi11k a
were in attendance ensu red that description of the weather is borEdinburgh would play for the_ ing, you should have seen the
show if nothing e lse. D espite the match. From the throw-up fact it was o ne-sided , the match undoubtedly the highlight of the
was on occasions highly competi- game for acting referee Quiet
tive and on the whole very enter- Man Maguire - Edinburgh were
taining. A splendid opener from all over St Andrews. It still, howVinestock , a hat-trick from Wyatt ever, took Floppy Gould ten
and a spectacular top-corner push minutes to locate the goals and
from Great Britian U23 star , Mac- then scramble a ball into them.
farlane , sealed a 5-0 victory. At
But from this Ed inburgh
the end of the day the whole
experience of winning the Scottish
Universities was summed up by
MacLeod , who quipped th at it
was " rather like making love to
somebody your' re not that fussed
Horrendous hangovers and
on; relatively enjoyable but
a three-hour coach journey
nothing orgasmic." .

Edinburgh 2
burgh machine threatened lo
grind to a halt. There were a few
searching passes from o utfield
and corners, but the forwards
around the ' D ' showed a reluctance to be found . Meanwhile , the
back line seemed to have fo rgotten what game they we.re playing
and there seemed a genuine confusion on th.e part of some players
as to what the sticks they had
might be used for. The Bear ; playing outfield , might well have been
an oversized subuteo piece for all
the intercepting he did - as if he
was flicked awa>' from the ball any
time it appeared.
It took a combination of goalkeeper Kid Currie and a frustrated Golly Giant (whether
because of the night before or the
defence's play we'll never know)
to keep Edinburgh fro m conceding a goal. Certainly a disorientated centre line must take some
of the credit for making this one of
the most laborious victories ever
achieved by Edinburgb.
Tomas Maghidhir

Sweet Victory
who moved to Aberdeen to do a
postgraduate course, was shooting for them .

did not prevent the Edinburgh University Bowmen
Aberde~n were expected 10 be
from easily defeating Aber- our toughest opponents in the
deen in the Shoulder-to- league this year. So , with them
Shoulder League last Satur- and St Andrews both well beaten ,
the only team which poses any
day.

While the defeated , their bottoms wbipped , went back up
north to spend another year plotting the overthrow of the monarchy , the latter meanwhile gazed
west towards the Kingdom of
Uddingston and looked forward
to a real challenge.

The victory was made all the
more sweet by the fact that former
EUB superstar Fraser Alexander ,

threat is Strathclyde and we shoot
against them in a fortnight.
Gu)' Fisher

Student's ed itorial offices are on the first floor of 48 Pleasance. Our

Student's new classified section is a FREE service to readers. We welcome accommodation wanted

~ccommodation available, for sale, and other small ads.·Keep your ads short (max 30 words), and hand theO:
mto the $tudent office (first floor, 48 Pleasance) or place them in the red Student collection boxes situated in
the Teviot fo~er, Mandela Centre Union shop, DHT Basement, and in A&M Reid (grocers) in the KB Centre.
Ads must be m by Monday of the week of publication.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
female, non-smoker, for single room in
qujet Newington flat with one cat. Postgraduate o r mature student preferred.
Phone 667 6724 evenings.
Female for shared room, Blacket Av.
£80 per month . Phone 667 8682.

Single room available until Julv ,
Tollcross. £89 per month. Phone
Mike on 229 4369 or 71 73500.

WANTED
Female student seeks single or shared
room ; central flat ; for 2nd and 3rd
terms. Phone Samantha 667 1971ext 65.

FOR SALE
Calculator for sale: Texas Instruments
Tl-57 LCD Programmable, and instructions. Good condition . £10. Phone Julie.
667 0817.

l?ACK

AT

TH~

Casiotone electronic key-board , multifunction. Cost £155, sell at £75 o.n.o.
Excellent condition . Call at 5 Nicolson
Street, Buzzer 21 and ask for Tony.
Motorcycle , CM250T, X reg. 8,800
miles. Good runn er, ideal in town. £300
o.n.o. Phone Mark , 225 9533.

phone numbers are 558 1117/8 and 667 1011 extension 4496 . Ed itorial
meetings are held in the offices every Friday at l pm. To get in touch
with Student , . in order to drop in ads, information, etc., o r to get
involved yourself, come along to section meetings or drop into the
offices and leave a message. You can also use the Student boxes,
situated in Potterrow Shop , Teviot Lobby or DHT Basement. The fol·
lowing comprise section editors (in bold type) , layout staff, and each
section's weekly meeting:
EDITOR
Peter Carroll
ASSISTANT
Alastair Dalton
EDITOR
MISCELLANEOUS
Jacqui Brown
NEWS
If your heart is filled with mime and
Gary Duncan
Thurs
1
pm
dance, if the juggler's street carnival
Miranda Chitty
appeals to your soul , if the co mic muse
Linda Davies
inspires you to clowning and the whisper
Emma Simpson
of trngedy makes you long for the mandohne ... I may have a little job fo r you.
Ange la Stuart
Contact Debs on 229 1178.
Andrew Sparrow
ARTS
Available now. Is the fish in your life getIngrid Nelson
Thurs 1.15 pm
ting you down? Call me and I'll mince
Matthew Catting
FILM
the little bastard . Stefan 229 6410.
Linda Kerr
Fri 1.30 pm
Sally Greig
WHAT'S ON
Lorna Henderson
Fri 1.30 pm
Sandra Catto
Suzanne Doran
MUSIC
Paul Hutton
Weds 1 prri
Oliver Lim
Ca~oline Ednie
Keith Cameron
FEATURES
Prue Jeffreys
Weds 1.pm
Paul Jeffrey
Carl Marston
SPORT
Fri 1.30 pm
PHOTOGRAPHY Paul J{utton
Fri 1.30 pm
Rory ]\facbeth
GRAPHICS
CARTOONS
Fri 1.30 pm
MANAGER
Colin Hancod'
(Sellers/Advertising/
Subscriptions.

~=============i

For sale: Fender .. Musicmaster" bass
guitar; good condition ; with lead . £90.
Call Tom Barker at 228 1473.

